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By Lee A. Breakiron 

 

 

A  CIMMERIAN  WORTHY  OF  THE  NAME,  PART  SIX 

 
     In his editorial to the February, 2008, issue (Vol. 5, #1) of his prozine The Cimmerian, Leo Grin 

reminds his readers about past claims that there is nothing new to say about Robert E. Howard, claims 

now rendered obsolete by the past 30-odd issues of TC, which have been full of new discoveries about the 

man and novel interpretations of his works.  Grin declares that he would be purveying at least one more 

year of such quality fare despite (and not mentioning) the blows his commitment to REH fandom had 

taken, as we discussed in out last installment.  Socar Myles is the volume’s new artists and amethyst is the 

color of its embellishments and limited edition covers. 

 

     The first essay of the issue, filling half of it, is “Newer Barbarians” by former REHupan Steve 

Tompkins, who starts by quoting REH’s statement, in a 1932 letter to H. P. Lovecraft, that “My study of 

history has been a continual search for newer barbarians, from age to age.” (p. 4)  The article is a long 

rumination about what might have happened if that search had continued.  Would Howard have thrown 

himself into stories, epics, and even screenplays about the winning of the West – and the loss of the 

frontier – or might he have penned historical novels or found some way to return to weird fiction?  

Perhaps he would have found “more barbarians in further ages undreamed of, perhaps in the dark 

millennia after the Hyborian Age but before the rise of the proto-Homeric ‘sons of Aryas.’” (p. 4)  REH’s 

sympathies were certainly with the barbarians like Conan’s Cimmerians who maintain their independence 

outside the walls of expansionist civilizations, even while looking hungrily in at the benefits of those 

cultures.  Howard’s historically later heroes, scattered from the Middle Ages through the near-modern 

times of Francis “El Borak” Gordon in the Middle East, often embody violence-oriented outsiders 

operating on the edges of crumbling civilizations.  Yet the loss of frontiers to finally triumphant 

civilizations and to globalization in the last century have left few settings open to exploits by barbarians 

and their ilk, even as so-called civilized cultures often resort to acts of barbarity. 

 

     Tompkins suggests two avenues REH might have pursued had he chosen to continue chronicling 

adventures by barbarians, both set in the future: substitution of extraterrestrial for extraterritorial, and 

the rebarbarization of collapsing civilizations.  As for the former, even though Howard stated “there is so 

little of the scientist about my nature that I feel no confidence in my ability to write scientific fiction 

convincingly” (p. 6), there would have been a market after 1936 for stories like his novel Almuric, had he 

finished and polished it beyond its first-draft quality.  While editor John W. Campbell, Jr., was insisting 

on “hard” (science-focussed and accurate) science fiction for Astounding, many frustrated fantasists, 

finding no market for their heroic and romantic fantasies after the disillusionment of the World Wars, 

switched from writing about lost races and prehuman temples to Martian or Venusian adventures of 
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characters wearing spacesuits rather than plate armor.  Fantasy-inclined authors like Philip K. Dick, Fritz 

Leiber, and Jack Vance were virtually forced to write SF-ish fiction for pulps like Planet Stories and 

Startling Stories, even as C. L. Moore saw her Jirel of Joiry tales published in Weird Tales.  Howard 

admired her first Jirel story, “Black God’s Shadow,” in the October, 1934, issue and was inspired to pen 

“Sword Woman,” a copy of which he sent to Moore.  In a January, 1935, letter to him, she replied that she 

loved it and hoped there would be more Dark Agnes stories; she also enjoyed Conan, as well as the same 

kind of poetry REH did. [1]  Moore said that she adored “chow mein, formal dances, the heavenly taste of 

peach brandy and the writings of Messrs. Lovecraft and Howard …” [2] and that REH “seemed 

interesting and had a good mind.” [3, p. 31]  (What a couple those two would have made!)  Her friend and 

fellow SF fantasist Leigh Brackett was also an REH enthusiast, as she makes clear in her introduction to 

The Sword Woman (Zebra, 1977) and also praises the fortitude of Dark Agnes, likening her to Jirel.  She 

ends with: 

 

     Howard had a great love for all that was lost and strange and faraway.  One thinks of 

him sitting at his typewriter in Cross Plains, Texas, a young man dreaming great dreams 

of gods and heroes far beyond the narrow boundaries of his own space and time, roaming 

free across the wonderful landscapes he saw in his mind. 

 

     It is sad that the dreams had to come to an end so soon.  But we can be glad that he left 

so many of them to share with us. [4] 
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Brackett’s novel The Sword of Rhiannon was published on the flip side of the Ace Double paperback 

featuring Conan the Conqueror (1953).  She used “Conan” as the name for a barbarian character in her 

1946 collaboration with Ray Bradbury, Lorelei of the Red Mist, by which she said she “intended a sort of 

gesture of respect and admiration toward a writer I greatly admired.” [5]  In his last years, L. Sprague de 

Camp said he regretted not having invited her, rather than Lin Carter, to pastiche Howard.  Tompkins 

notes many similarities between the styles of REH and Brackett. 

 

     In discussing REH’s possible rebarbarization route, Tompkins speculates about stories he might have 

set in a post-nuclear world, and wonders why Howard, who so admired Jack London’s prose, never said 

anything about London’s The Iron Heel (1908), in which the barbarities of the ruling class rebarbarize 

American workers.  While REH recognized the evils the Fascism and denounced them in his extensive 

correspondence with Fascist sympathizer Lovecraft, Howard thought Hitler and Mussolini were 

figureheads and pawns of international capitalism, failing to foresee, as did so many others, how radically 

contrary the truth would prove to be.  “That National Socialism in particular came from the gutter and the 

garret, not the boardroom and the castle, that it was not a means by which the powerful could retain 

power but a means by which a biologically elect elite could attain perpetual power, had not been as 

dreadfully dramatized as it would be after 1939.” (p. 14)  Had REH lived to see the outcome, his 

sympathy for the bullied and downtrodden would have surely found outlet in stories involving 

redemptive, regenerative barbarism, as Huxley anticipated in Brave New World (1932).  Tompkins finds 

similar occasions in Howard’s stories “The Thunder-Rider,” “Wild Water,” and “The People of the Black 

Coast,” among others.  “It is easy enough to imagine that – in an age so dominated by dehumanization – 

rebarbarization might offer the last best hope of rehumanization.” (p. 20)  Tompkins’s knowledge of 

Howard, related science fiction and fantasy, literary criticism, and history is on fine display throughout 

this wide-ranging essay. 

 

     Next up in the issue is “How to Build a Barbarian Warrior,” in which REHupan Jim Charles surveys 

the weightlifting and bodybuilding culture during and since REH’s time and speculates on how it might 

relate to the portrayal of his barbarian characters.  While some have pictured Conan as having a boxer’s 

physique or a lean and wolfish appearance, Charles argues that Howard’s barbarians probably most 

resembled bodybuilders like Arnold Schwarzenegger.  “I feel that REH looked upon the bodybuilders and 

circus strongmen of his era as having discovered a way to reclaim the strength and physique that men had 

in the dawn of time.” (p. 25)  (Though one might be excused for wondering how Conan could have 

maintained such a physique …) 

 

     After a poem by Richard L. Tierney, REHupan Rusty Burke appears with an article presenting the 

results of a vocabulary analysis of the story “Rogues in the House,” which he had subjected to 

computerized word counting as programmed by REHupan (and now late) Larry Richter.  Burke’s 

statistical breakdown reveals such things as “most of the real work of telling the story, I submit, is done 

by those words that occur between one and five times.  Those are the idea words, and the action words, 

and the color words.  The rest, the real bulk of the total wordcount, is just the glue, or mortar – the matrix 

that holds it all together.” (p. 29)  He is surprised by how few words are those an adolescent reader might 

not know, though REH could certainly come up with an appropriate rare word when called for.  

“Howard’s genius lay in the way he could use ordinary words to tell extraordinary stories.  And part of 

that – as Fritz Leiber once famously stated – was that he used words ‘like a poet.’” (p. 29)  

 

     REHupan Frank Coffman has also done such stylometric analyses over the years in his REHupa zines 

focussing on both letter and word frequencies.  He praises Burke’s article in a letter in the next issue, 

adding that “much stylometric progress has been done in recent years with the analysis of frequency and 

distribution of the little function words.” (p. 33)  Daniel Look [6] explains the statistical methods 

involved.  Such analyses can be useful in deciding the authorship of a text of questionable attribution if 
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the text can be compared to other texts by known authors.  Look shows that Howard’s style can be 

distinguished from that of, say, de Camp based on the frequency of different words. 

 

     (But, frankly, nothing very helpful has emerged from any of the analyses, in part because one gets 

more information from examining types of words rather than word lengths, but also because most issues 

about how an author creates the effects he does occur at a level above that of individual words.  I 

suggested [7]: 

 

Howard worked his magic at a higher level, specifically from sentences to paragraphs.  

One way you could analyze text on that level is to go through all his best stories, extract 

each sentence or sentences that seem particularly effective, and paste them into one of 

several files, each file containing material of a particular kind, e.g. “well-done action 

scene,” “effective portrayal of a protagonist taking charge,” “beautiful depiction of 

landscape,” and so on.  One you’ve completed such a survey, you could then go through 

each file, looking for commonalities and seeing if you can generalize about the methods 

REH is using to work his verbal magic. 

 

Larry Richter used to do something similar when he was doing literary analysis of Bob's 

stories in his REHupa zines, showing how Howard would choose his words and scene-

painting brushstokes to involve the reader quickly, in sync with his rapid storytelling 

pace. [8]  There was even one zine when he compared a similar scene done by Bob and 

then by some pasticheur like de Camp.  The difference was striking.   

 

… 

 

Looking at a series of sentences or paragraphs would reveal similar structures and 

predilections because the brain is wired to see such patterns.  This is why I don’t think a 

non-AI computer can do stylometric analysis.  If something appeals to humans, it takes a 

human to figure out why.   

 

And more could be learned by comparing the results to similar analyses of texts by other authors.  But 

even at the level of individual words, I’ve suggested studies that could help date undated REH texts. [9])  

 

     REHupan Rob Roehm concludes the essay part of the February issue with an account of an REH 

birthday celebration in Cross Plains on 19 January, 2008.  The first such was held, as we’ve seen, in 2006. 

[10]  A planned 2007 event was cancelled due to bad weather.  Much of the work involved in bringing off 

the 2008 celebration was done by occasional REHupan Dennis McHaney and the ladies of Project Pride. 

 

     The Lion’s Den letter column, bearing a new banner, opens with a letter from fan Jack Jones, who 

praises Grin for TC, particularly the voluminous Vol. 3 Index.  Coffman writes in to say that, even though 

Darrell Schweitzer did not go so far in his letters as to say that Tolkien had read William Morris, there is 

much evidence to indicate that he did, and cites some.  REHupan Morgan Holmes comments that Brian 

Leno’s theory that “The Frost-Giant’s Daughter” was inspired by a Leonard Cline story is certainly 

plausible.  Holmes adds that, though Emil Petaja penned a pretty good poem in honor of Howard, Holmes 

himself has never been impressed by Petaja’s fiction.  REHupan Steve Trout writes in to correct 

Schweitzer about the incendiary powder in “Black Colossus,” which he says is clearly not gunpowder.  

He notes that “The Black Stranger” does contain a scene in which a pirate ship signals Conan by means of 

a rocket.  Trout says he doesn’t understand how Schweitzer can claim that REH was “making it up as he 

went along” when in fact he crafted his stories in accordance with his “The Hyborian Age” essay.  Trout 

points out that Howard intended his fictional countries to be the antecedents of historical ones in order to 
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avoid slowing down his narratives with descriptions of unfamiliar settings and cultures.  Fan Ed Blohm 

contributes a missive expressing his enjoyment of the past two Howard Days events and his hope that 

Grin will not choose to leave REH fandom.  Blohm also mentions his discovery of an unusual Lin Carter 

gaming manual, Royal Armies of the Hyborean [sic] Age (Fantasy Games Unlimited, 1975).    

 

     Schweitzer returns with a letter again denouncing critic Don Herron, reiterating his own 

accomplishments as editor of the latter-day incarnation of Weird Tales, and reemphasizing that Howard is 

simply ignored by professionals outside of REH fandom.  He finishes with “What I think we have to give 

[WT editor Farnsworth] Wright credit for is using the work by Kline and Seabury Quinn and Edmond 

Hamilton to keep the magazine alive, so that he could devote some small percentage of its pages to stories 

which were utterly unique and were not being published elsewhere” (pp. 37-38), such as Howard and 

Lovecraft.  The column and issue finish with former REHupan and future REH blogger Brian Leno, 

whose letter we discussed last time, aside from his news that the Library of America may finally be 

issuing a volume devoted to Howard (which unfortunately still has yet to take place). 

 

     Grin states, in his editorial to the April, 2008, issue (Vol. 5, #2), that since interest in REH is a 

worldwide phenomenon, judging from books, magazines, and fans in many countries, he felt justified in 

culling three articles in the issue from the new French book Échos de Cimmérie: Hommage à Robert 

Ervin Howard (1906-1936) (Les Éditions de l’Oeil du Sphinx, 2009), edited by Fabrice Tortey, 

translating them into English.   

 

     The first such article is “The Feast is Over,” a quote from Howard’s suicide note and the title of a 

meditation by Herron on REH’s life and death, as well on the fascination both have had on him and so 

many others.  “What made him write the way he did?  From what depths did those stories emerge?” (p. 5)  

Howard seemed to absorb every influence available, from folklore to pulp magazines, updating classical 

mythology to the twentieth century and giving us a feast of wondrous fiction and poetry composed in 

volcanic surges of creativity almost entirely in a single decade.  The impact REH had on Herron was to 

lead him to critical insights into that author and others, particularly those writers of the hard-boiled 

movement born in the aftermath of World War I, thriving during the Roaring Twenties, and rocked by the 

Great Depression, capturing what they saw and transforming it into powerful, timeless fiction.  “For those 

of us who admire his writing, The Feast remains as compelling as ever, with not the slightest indication 

that the lamps [Howard] set alight so many decades ago will gutter and fade.” (p. 6) 

 

     The second essay is an article by Joseph Altairac on Jacques Bergier, a fan and critic in France who 

was the first person there to discover both Lovecraft and Howard.  An erudite connoisseur of science 

fiction and fantasy literature in English, he collected and wrote introductions for many collections thereof 

starting in the 1950s, as well as commentaries on others, promoting HPL, REH, Clark Ashton Smith, and 

Tolkien.  He had even praised Lovecraft’s “The Haunter of the Dark” and Howard’s The Hour of the 

Dragon in a letter published in Weird Tales in September, 1937.  Bergier published the first REH short 

story, “The Phoenix on the Sword,” in France in 1965 in issue #24 of Planète, a magazine founded by 

him and Louis Pauwels.  Bergier’s promotion of Howard probably led Édition Spéciale to publish three 

collections of Conan stories in 1972. 

 

     The last extract from Échos de Cimmérie is an essay by Michel Meurger which summarizes and 

compares REH’s “The Black Stone” and a forgotten novel The Rod of the Snake left unfinished in 1915 

by the death of its English author, Vere Shortt.  The novel was completed by Shortt’s sister and published 

in 1917.  Meurger traces “Stone”’s relation to Lovecraft’s Cthulhu Mythos, which clearly inspired 

Howard’s story during a short phase of his career in 1926 when the Texan was most influenced by his 

fellow Weird Tales contributor and correspondent.  Meurger also notes the influence on “Stone” of the 

once popular Pygmy Theory, which REH and HPL had discussed in their letters.  These hypothetical 
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Little People of Wales were prehistoric Mongoloids supposedly connected to Picts and to magical dwarfs 

of Scottish folklore.  The latter idea was popularized by the stories of Arthur Machen.  Doubtless 

influenced by Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1897), Howard transferred these Little People to the Carpathian 

Mountains of Romania and added original touches from ancient Roman history relating to the atavistic 

celebrants of Lupercus, the wolf god.  Meurger adduces Shortt’s The Rod of the Snake as another example 

of this type of story, popular with Weird Tales readers, which combined once topical anthropological (and 

sometimes racist) theories, such as those of Theosophy, with folkloristic and literary traditions.  Shortt’s 

novel includes references to Lemuria so integral to Theosophist beliefs. 
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    Échos de Cimmérie also contains “Robert E. Howard: From the Shadow into Day” by Tortey, “The 

Junto” and “Herbert Klatt: The Fourth Musketeer” by Glenn Lord, “Howard at the Ice House” by 

REHupan Chris Gruber, “The Note” by Burke (first published in TC), “Narrative Sense in Robert E. 

Howard” by Simon Sanahujas, “Bob Howard or the Power of the Inner Eye” by Argentium Thri’ile, 

“Robert E. Howard: Frontiersman of Letters” by Donald Sidney-Fryer, “Kull, Bran Mak Morn and 

Conan: Kings of the Night” by former REHupan Patrice Louinet, “Kings of the Night: A Shakespearian 

Allegory?” by Pierre Favier, “‘The Phoenix on the Sword’ and Other Lightning Flashes, a Spiritual 

Lecture on the Hyborian Cycle of Robert E. Howard” by Rodolphe Massé, “Solomon Kane” and “Facing 

Cthulhu: Robert E. Howard’s Club of Adventurers” by Patrice Allart, “Solomon Kane and Racism: A 

Study in Black and White” by Olivier Legrand, “Interview with François Truchaud” by Quélou Parente 

and Tortey, and a bibliography of REH publications in France by Sanahujas, all in French.  The book also 

includes the Howard fragments “Beneath the Glare …” and “The Slayer” and the poems “A Dull Sound 

As of Knocking” and “The Cells of the Coliseum,” all in French and English.  Photos and art are by Jean-

Michel Nicollet and Philippe Druillet.  The book won the 2010 Robert E. Howard Foundation 

(“Valusian”) Award for Outstanding Anthology.  Gruber’s essay, originally published in REHupa 

Mailing #200, won the third-place 2010 REHF (“Hyrkanian”) Award for Outstanding Essay.  Tortey won 

a 2010 Le Grand Prix de l’Imaginaire for Échos. 

 

     “Red Nails” was the last, and one of the best, of the Conan adventures, and its harrowing, sepulchral 

setting makes it one of the most fascinating.  REHupan Dave Hardy recognized psychological themes in 

the grim, bloody fantasy that contrasted Valeria, as a child of civilization, with Conan, a “natural man,” 

barbaric but in balance with his dangerous environment.  The enclosed city of Xuchotl served to isolate 

the characters from the natural world and depict the inevitable degeneracy and collapse of civilization. 

[11]  REHupan Gary Romeo saw a parallel between Billy the Kid’s involvement in the Lincoln County 

War in 1878 New Mexico and the bloody tribal feud taking place in Xuchotl. [12]  

 

     Fan and future TC blogger Brian Murphy extends Hardy’s analysis in his excellent “The Unnatural 

City,” next in the issue.  Murphy’s thesis is that “Red Nails” is specifically an expression of revulsion at 

and contempt for that bastion of civilized life, the city.  “His rendering of confusing and labyrinthine 

‘streets,’ ostentatious wealth, and corrupt, violent inhabitants illuminates and deepens our understanding 

of Howard’s core beliefs about the nature of civilization.” (p. 19)  Essentially a giant palace under one 

great roof, Xuchotl is Howard’s version of one of our modern “concrete jungles,” rife with claustrophobia 

and suggestive of reek and polluted skies.  With the only natural lighting being high skylights, Valeria 

thinks “[i]t was like treading the floors of Hell with evil stars blinking overhead.” (p. 19)  In October, 

1930, REH told Lovecraft that his second, recent view of Crystal City, Texas, left him “depressed at the 

signs of civilization which disfigured the whole country.  Well it’s not civilized.  There are places left 

where a man can get out and take a deep breath.” (p. 19)  Xuchotl, with its elaborate adornments of 

precious stones and metals, is not only unnatural but corrupt from the start, being built by black slaves, 

who were then slain.   

 

     Isolation became enforced on the inhabitants: “The only doors opening into the outer world are the city 

gates, through which no living man has passed for fifty years.” (p. 19)  This isolation suggests the 

separation of the modern city dwellers from the farmers and other laborers that supply their needs.  “‘No 

cattle, no plowed fields,’ muttered Conan.  ‘How do these people live?’” (p. 20)  Olmec, ruler of the 

Tecuhltli tribe, tells him that the city was once a clean, thriving place until “wise men learned how to 

grow fruit within the city … and let the irrigation ditches run dry,” allowing Xuchotl to become a place of 

“luxurious sloth, until decay seized them.” (p. 20)  Howard tells HPL in a June, 1931, letter that it appears 

to him that “the Anglo-American race deteriorates in cities.” (p. 20)  The original Xuchotlians, unable to 

fight by sorcery or the sword, were easily conquered by the Tlazitlans, the tribe that would eventually rule 

the city before splintering into warring factions.  The people in recent years have even ceased to have 
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children, though it turns out the witch Tascela’s magic is behind this.  The unnatural state of affairs 

becomes the norm, preventing those born in the city from reacclimating to the outside world.  “We are not 

accustomed to the open sky and naked sun.  No; we were born in Xuchotl, and in Xuchotl we shall die.” 

(p. 20)  The implication is that those who dwell such confined places are doomed to similar fates. 

 

     These people were decadent; any sort of perversity might be expected to be 

encountered among them.  But Valeria sensed here something that moved behind the 

scenes, some secret terror fouler than common degeneracy.  Fear and revulsion of this 

weird city swept her.  These people were neither sane nor normal; she began to doubt if 

they were even human. (p. 20) 

 

     Compounding the fearsome secrets of the mysterious city is the presence of its vast catacombs.  The 

degraded Xotalanca tribe even enlists sorcerous totems and monsters from these catacombs, including the 

Crawler, a tentacled hunter that Murphy points out was probably inspired by Lovecraft, whom REH tells 

in a ca. February, 1931, letter that HPL’s story “He” 

 

aroused in me a spark of interest in New York.  Until reading your observations on the 

city, I cannot truthfully say that I ever felt any real desire even to visit New York.  I 

always wanted to see New England, but New York never interested me.  But what you 

say of the dark aliens, towering buildings, labyrinthine alleys, etc., and your comparisons 

of the city with Babylon and the dark towns of old, rouse in me a sense of exotic 

strangeness, mystery and weirdness, as in the shadow-haunted, black-spired cities of lost 

empires. (p. 21) 

 

     The warring tribes are the equivalent of urban gangs, complete with their own body markings, and 

have violence so bred into them that they know nothing else.  Territories are clearly marked, and not 

crossed upon pain of torture or death.  The Tolkemec tribe had already been wiped out, and the feud 

between the remaining Tecuhltli and Xotalanc tribes would rage until the last man.  “Will it not seem 

strange, to have no foes to fight?” (p. 22)  As trophies of kills, Tecuhtlians drive crimson nails into a 

“pillar of vengeance” and Xotalancs preserve the heads of their foes.  Howard’s barbaric races never 

descend to such depths, nor fight to annihilate, but to gain possessions, slaves, or territory.  (Or so says 

Murphy; we’ll see later that an exception was the feuding Picts and Atlanteans.)  REH says, “It was a 

ghastly, unreal nightmare existence these people lived, shut off from the rest of the world, caught together 

like rabid rats in the same trap, butchering one another through the years, crouching and creeping through 

the sunless corridors to maim and torture and murder.” (p. 22)  What Howard is portraying, Murphy 

states, “stems from the corrupt, scheming leaders behind the throne, fantastic equivalents to the corrupt 

officials in the modern city.  …  Howard ultimately judges [Olmec] as ‘repellant, abysmal, and 

monstrous,’ representing everything he loathes in city-bred men.” (p. 22)  Olmec even sacrificed his own 

people to the dragon.  And even more evil still is the degenerate Tascela, who feeds on women like a 

vampire and turns out to be the true source of the decades of conflict and bloodshed.  “Red Nails” ends 

with Conan forsaking any wealth, departing the unnatural city and bearing Valeria away with him from 

REH’s horrifying vision of the modern metropolis. 

 

     Trout is next in the issue with “Conan and the Crusaders,” in which he surveys the historical tales 

Howard wrote for the pulp Oriental Stories and its subsequent, brief incarnation The Magic Carpet 

Magazine, looking in particular for how their protagonists may have prefigured Conan.  These stories are 

set in the Middle East and most revolve around the Crusades.  REH said that his historical interests 

centered on the British Isles and ascribed it to the fact that he was mainly of Irish and Norman ancestry.  

The Normans, Saxons, and Danes were Germanic cousins of the Celts, whose British stock were Gaels, 

Irish, and Britons.  Howard’s first hero, whom he wrote about when he was about 9 or 10 years old, was a 
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Dane.  The first story, appearing in the Oct./Nov. 1930 issue of Oriental Stories, was “The Voice of El-

Lil,” set near the present and involving a man apparently of Saxon stock, a woman with similarities to 

Bêlit and Valeria, and a forgotten city of vast antiquity. 

 

     The Crusader stories actually started with “Red Blades of Black Cathay,” Howard’s friend and 

coauthor Tevis Clyde Smith having helped with the research.  It was featured on the cover of the 

Feb./Mar. 1931 issue of Oriental Tales and starred Godric de Villehard, a giant Norman wanderer of 

“unquenchable vitality.”  Like many of these tales, “Blades” reveals the influence of pulp fictioneer 

Harold Lamb.  An outlander mercenary and sometime berserker like Conan, though not as multi-faceted a 

character, Godric gains a kingship by virtue of his prowess in battle. 

 

     The armored juggernaut Cormac Fitzgeoffrey first appears in 1931’s “Hawks of Outremer” (the latter 

word being pronounced utrǝʹmɛ:r and meaning “overseas” or, specifically, the Crusader states).  As Trout 

explains, Cormac is “the most bloodthirsty character Howard has yet essayed.  He carries his feuds 

forward with a mix of (Solomon) Kane-like piousness, Irish hatred and Norman pride … while his feats 

of strength are as impressive, if not more so, than the Cimmerian’s would later be, he is nowhere near as 

sympathetic a character as Conan.  He is also an exile.” (p. 27)  Cormac soon returns in “The Blood of 

Bel-Shazzar,” with a Conan-like plot involving intrigue, greed, and madness. 

 

     These tales were so popular in Oriental Stories that editor Farnsworth Wright suggested that REH 

feature the Egyptian Sultan Baibars, which he did in “The Sowers of the Thunder” of 1931 that 

introduced prodigious, Conan-like alcohol consumption possibly inspired by Lamb’s The Flame of Islam 

(1930).  Howard’s playing fast and loose with historical facts bothered his fellow pulp writer E. 

Hoffmann Price, but REH was just introducing a sardonic element, as he was doing in his western 

burlesques and boxing comedies.  Another suggestion from Wright led to “Lord of Samarcand,” 

published in 1932, about Tamerlane.  Howard had just read Lamb’s Tamerlane (1928), which contained 

terms familiar from the Conan cycle, like “Turan,” “Khitai,” “Cimmerians,” and “Hyperboreans.”  The 

realistic characters of “Lord” anticipate the verisimilitude of the Conan stories. 

 

     “The Road of Azrael,” which was rejected by Soldiers of Fortune magazine in March, 1932, is unique 

in having a Turk as a point-of-view character, since REH usually uses a protagonist of his own race and 

blood.  Magic Carpet Magazine published “The Lion of Tiberias,” “The Shadow of the Vulture,” and 

“Alleys of Darkness” in 1933 and 1934.  Submitted but not published until much later in other venues 

were “Gates of Empire,” “The Road of Eagles,” and “Hawks over Egypt.”  Trout suggests that writing 

these historicals gave Howard the idea of inventing an age – the Hyborian – between the wholly 

imaginary Thurian Age and the present day, an age in which the names of lands and peoples survived into 

modern times, like Cimmeria, Asgard, Hyperborea, Stygia, Kush, and Shem that would be familiar to the 

astute reader. 

 

     The essay section of the issue closes with a poem by Donald Sidney-Fryer dedicated to Clark Ashton 

Smith and a paean to Dungeons & Dragons founder Gary Gygax (1938-2008) of whom Grin says, 

“Nothing else in my life did more to unlock my imagination and send it rampaging towards the work of 

men like Howard than those not-so-innocuous (gaming) books and the cajoling voice of adventurous, 

boundless enthusiasm that infused every page of them.” (p. 32) 

 

     After the letter from Coffman mentioned earlier, The Lion’s Den continues with REHupan Damon 

Sasser disagreeing with Jim Charles in the previous issue.  “Personally, I tend to imagine Conan as more 

of a lithe, athletically-built barbarian and less of a muscle-bound brute.” (p. 34)  REHupan Barbara 

Barrett next writes in to take issue with some remarks Romeo made about Howard’s mother in the 

December issue in which he declared that REH’s girlfriend Novalyne Price (Ellis) and de Camp were 
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both right in claiming Hester Howard had selfish motives in attempting to isolate REH.  Barrett observes 

that one point of agreement between the two could be by chance, considering all their other points of 

disagreement, and that Price knew Howard personally, while de Camp and many of his sources did not.  

“But whatever [Hester’s] motives and actions, in my opinion, she did at least three things very right.  First 

of all, she shared with REH her love of poetry; secondly, she encouraged his writing; and last, she kept 

the interruptions to his work to a minimum.” (p. 34)  Grin would soon go even further in her defense in 

his award-winning TC Blog essay “In Defense of Hester Jane Ervin Howard.” [13] 

 

     Jack Jones is ecstatic over the (unforthcoming) Library of America volume of REH and lauds 

Tompkins for his January contribution, calling it an “insightful, integrative article that crosses borders and 

captures the critical alien themes, the trend setting authors, and the central genre characters and weaves 

them all into one beautiful tapestry.” (p. 35)  In reviewing the previous issue, Holmes agrees with Jim 

Charles that “Howard’s characters were not imagined as steroid giants but as real athletes” like a lean 

boxer. (p. 35)  Holmes thinks that Burke did not go far enough in his stylometric analysis, that Coffman’s 

opinion of William Morris’s influence on Tolkien is well-documented, and that the stories in the current 

incarnation of Weird Tales strike him as more smug and insincere than entertaining.  Holmes endorses 

Tompkins’s opinion that Planet Stories could have been a good potential market in the 1940s for REH, 

considering the “sword and pseudo-science” content in so many of the issues by authors like Poul 

Anderson, Alfred Coppell, and Gardner Fox. 

 

     Derleth expert John Haefele says that he disagrees with Schweitzer in the last issue when the latter 

states that Always Comes Evening sold out quickly compared to the other Arkham House titles.  Haefele 

also says he believes Leno had played rather fast and loose with HPL’s reputation in “Lovecraft’s 

Southern Vacation” [14] (though he has a higher regard for Graeme Phillips’s criticisms than I do).  In the 

next issue, REHupan Mark Finn writes in to defend Leno, declaring his essay to be one of the best written 

in the last decade and “was not written to extol the virtues of Lovecraft, but rather to provide some insight 

and a new way of looking at one of Howard’s best stories of all time.” (p. 30)  Leno himself then weighs 

in, pointing out that Haefele fails to explain how he has played fast and loose with HPL’s reputation and 

that he himself is as great an admirer of Lovecraft as anybody.  But HPL wasn’t perfect, and Leno cites a 

letter from him to Robert H. Barlow in which Lovecraft states rather callously that REH’s “desperate 

response to the bereavement [over his mother] shows how highly-strung and neurotic he was, since most 

persons accept philosophically the inevitable ultimate loss of the older generation.” (p. 31)  Leno ends 

with a laudatory review of the April issue. 

 

     Returning to the April issue’s letter column, Schweitzer concludes the issue with a letter in which he 

dismisses Holmes’s low appraisal of de Camp’s Harold Shea stories, since they have been popular 

enough to stay in print.  He also says that the stories in the pulp Unknown were better on average than 

those in Weird Tales, but its better stories were no match for WT’s better ones, so Unknown’s reputation 

and resale value lag well behind WT’s.  Schweitzer thinks Howard saw Conan physically as a 

“Schwarzenegger type,” but that in reality such a barbarian would have to be a lot leaner and tougher.  

Finally, Schweitzer differs with Trout on whether Hyborian Age nations were prototypes of civilizations 

later built in the same areas, pointing out that this fails to take into account REH’s belief in the 

importance of migrations.   

 

     Roehm leads off the June issue (Vol. 5, #3) with his “In the Middle of the Street,” his examination of 

the 29 December, 1933, automobile accident that Howard had in the little town of Rising Star, Texas.  An 

expert on REH’s life, every detail of which he seems determined to explore, Roehm starts off by pointing 

out how many such details are uncertain, especially when all we have is Howard’s account of them.  Of 

course Howard was a master storyteller, and he saw no reason not to hone those skills in his 

communications with his friends and correspondents, whether out of playful exaggeration or his adoption 
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of a persona [15] in order to make a point.  And his point in a letter to Lovecraft, ca. January 1934, must 

have been that Texans are tough as nails and twice as modest as he describes in minute detail the 

horrendous injuries that he and two of his three companions supposedly suffered as they plowed into a 

“steel flag pole” in the center of an intersection in Rising Star on the way back to Cross Plains from 

Brownwood on a rainy, foggy night.  According to old photos that Roehm dug up on a visit to the town in 

2007 (some reproduced in the article), the pole involved was more likely a lamppost, perhaps unlit.  

Howard claimed that he was hardly aware of his injuries and stoically endured the pain when his father 

sewed him up without anesthetic, while an onlooking drugstore clerk “got sick at the sight of blood and 

raw flesh.” (p. 5)  REH even managed to tie the incident into the debate he was having with HPL at the 

time over the virtues of intellect vs. physical strength by adding that it “was one of the cases which 

sometimes do occur – when sheer muscular ruggedness meant more than intellectual development.  …  A 

body stronger than the average may not be required by our modern civilization; but in that affair, as in 

others I have encountered, a powerful frame saved my life.” (p. 6) 

 

     But Roehm thinks the truth of the matter was probably more like the version Lindsey Tyson, one of 

the companions, gave de Camp in an interview years later: “we were traveling slowly and none of us were 

seriously injured.” (p. 6)  Had the accident been serious, one would have expected that it would have been 

written up in Rising Star’s newspaper, The Record, but REHupan Tim Arney could find so such evidence. 

 

     Next on deck is collector Joseph Linzalone, who regales readers with an account of the origin, battle 

prowess, and eventual defeat of the historical Cimmerians, illustrated with photos of Cimmerian coins 

apparently from his own collection.  The Cimmerians Linzalone describes as the inspiration of Howard’s 

Hyborian Age barbarians are those spoken of by Homer and Herodotus as originating in Ukraine and 

flourishing in Asia Minor.  As we have seen, while Holmes agrees with this thesis [16], Burke and 

bibliographer Leon Nielsen think that REH’s Cimmerians were actually based on the Cimbri who 

migrated from Jutland to Italy, where they were wiped out by the Romans, since Howard explicitly 

connects the Cimbri with his Cimmerians in “The Hyborian Age.” [17,18]  (In fact, “Age” supports both 

interpretations: 

 

The Cimbri who fought Rome were of the same blood, as well as the Gimmerai of the 

Assyrians and Grecians, and Gomer of the Hebrews.  Other clans of the Cimmerians 

adventured east of the drying inland sea, and a few centuries later, mixed with Hyrkanian 

blood, returned westward as Scythians. [19]) 

 

In his end-of-the-issue profiles of the issue’s contributors, Grin reveals that Linzalone had recently 

purchased the signed typescript of the “The Scarlet Citadel.” 

 

     After this is “Six Degrees to Cross Plains” by Barrett, the title deriving from the theory that virtually 

everyone on earth is connected to everyone else through a maximum of six steps of separation (e.g., “a 

friend of a friend”).  It seems that Barrett discovered that a neighbor of hers in California was born in 

Cross Cut near Cross Plains and was in fact delivered by Howard’s father Isaac.  Learning that the 

neighbor’s aunt Will Mae Gaines Wilson was still alive and was, at 88, old enough to have known the 

Howards, Barrett arranged to interview her in January, 2008, at her ranch near Brownwood.  The article 

summarizes that meeting.  Wilson says that the Howards moved from Cross Cut to Cross Plains about the 

time Willie Mae was born in Cross Cut in 1919, so she never saw either Robert or his mother.  She was 

treated by Dr. Howard, though, and remembers him as a tall, big-chested, nice looking man who was 

friendly, well-liked, and a wonderful doctor.  He was generally admired by her family until he started 

making some mistakes in his medical practice as he aged.  But Hester Howard was not liked.  Willie 

Mae’s mother Cora Lee Strickland Gaines said on several occasions that “Hester dominated REH’s life 

from the day he was born.” (p. 20)  Cora Lee also felt that REH was “weird” because he “never left his 
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mother’s side in social events, whenever he attended them with her.” (p. 20)  (This is reminiscent of 

Louise Newton’s statement that her husband Ross played with Robert as a child and described him as 

“weird.” [20]) 

 

     The rest of the article is devoted to sketching Willie Mae’s family history and the story of her life.  A 

cousin Mittie Gaines married Ira B. Loving and became the mother of Billie Ruth Loving (1920-2004), 

who was a prized student of Novalyne Price in Cross Plains when the latter was dating Howard.  Later 

Billie Ruth was instrumental in building the Cross Plains Library, founding Project Pride, turning the 

Howard House into a museum, and starting Robert E. Howard Days.  Willie Mae’s life was an almost 

continuous round of chores and school.  The oil boom started in Cross Cut before it began in Cross Plains, 

and it brought people, stores, a hotel, and a school to her town.  Her family grew almost all their own 

food.  Willie Mae Gaines married Walter Woodrow Wilson in 1937.  They built their own farmhouse and 

had three children.  (Willie Mae ran her ranch until her death 2 December, 2013.)  As Barrett left, she 

thought, “It was a wonderful end to a fantastic visit with an incredible woman.” (p. 21)  

 

     Ed Blohm now appears with a feature on a series of 23 Breckinridge Elkins yarns that were reprinted 

in the local weekly newspaper The Summit County Journal over 285 issues between 9 June, 1967, and 24 

November, 1972.  The character’s name was deliberately misspelled “Breckenridge” because the paper 

served Breckenridge, Colorado, which is why the series was run in the first place.  Now those issues are 

among the rarest of REH collectibles, so Blohm drove from his Colorado home to a library in Frisco, 

Colo., just to view and copy all the issues he could from microfiche.  The series was prefaced by the 2 

June, 1927, article “Robert E. Howard: Creator of Breckenridge Elkins” by Glenn Lord, a one-page 

survey of REH’s career reproduced in the article.  Blohm also transcribes Lord’s piece (but he miscopies 

“Beginning to write at the age of 15” as “Beginning at the age of 15” on p. 24).  Two of the stories are 

first appearances: “Mayhem and Taxes” (8-29 Sept., 1927) and “The Peaceful Pilgrim” (16 Feb.-29 Mar., 

1968) appeared prior to the publication of Mayhem on Bear Creek (Grant, 1979).  “A Elkins Never 

Surrenders” appears in a slightly different form in Summit and Mayhem than it does in its original 

appearance in the pulp Star Western (Sept., 1936), as noted by Roehm. [21] 

         

     Following that is Sasser with an obituary for Jay Corrinet (1927-2008), the Howard collector and 

owner of what is allegedly REH’s typewriter, as mentioned in our last installment.  Corrinet served in the 

Navy and then was a federal law enforcement officer in the Department of Justice, the Treasury 

Department, and the Central Intelligence Agency, risking his life and being wounded twice in the line of 

duty.   

 

     After a poem by Tierney, The Lion’s Den opens with a letter by former REHupan Richard Toogood 

adding to the litany of errors in S. T. Joshi’s paper “Bran Mak Morn and History” [22] that was started by 

Holmes [23].  Toogood declares “the essay was riddled with errors, errors which run the gamut from 

dubious assertions to blatant inaccuracies” (p. 29) and proceeds to list several relating to Roman history. 

 

     Following the letters from Finn and Leno discussed earlier, Romeo writes in to mention some 

publications marking the centennial of de Camp’s birth.  Then Schweitzer admits that a winnowing-out of 

de Camp’s oeuvre is taking place, but cites several works he believes will stand the test of time.  He 

agrees with Holmes that, while the Weird Tales he edited didn’t publish any Sword & Sorcery, he claims 

that it wasn’t for lack of trying; nothing good was submitted.  Lastly, he defends Farnsworth Wright for 

running mostly low-grade material in WT to satisfy the more common readers, while setting aside a 

certain portion of the magazine for genuinely artistic material, the latter accruing to make the pulp’s high 

reputation today.  “That was an amazing balancing act and … the reason Robert E. Howard was the 

perfect Weird Tales writer was that he could cover the magazine’s range in a single story.” (p. 34)  As 

usual, Herron is hot on Schweitzer’s heels, hammering him for his deficiencies and inconsistencies.  
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Countering Schweitzer’s contention that professional fantasy writers have little awareness of REHdom, 

Herron cites the two nominations of The Cimmerian for a World Fantasy Convention Award, though he 

admits the judges, pros themselves, doubtless vote for their friends, unlike the more democratic system 

used for the Cimmerian Awards.  He defends Leno from Phillips and Haefele, noting that they have not 

challenged the main contention of his essay. 

 

     As for whether or not Lovecraft may have harbored some resentment to REH in any 

form, consider this comment to Clark Ashton Smith from December13, 1933: “Thus I 

cannot discuss Rome with a [sic] anti-Roman (cf. his “Worms of the Earth,” etc) like 

Two-Gun Bob without a sense of personal anger which I can repress only with 

difficulty.”  Writing to Fritz Leiber on November 15, 1936, Lovecraft said, “When I run 

up against a person with a strong anti-Roman bias – like the late Robert E. Howard, who 

championed the northern barbarians – I feel an almost personal affront.”  Anyone who 

thinks Lovecraft didn’t get steamed during his debates with REH isn’t giving the man any 

credit for being alive. (p. 36) 

 

Herron finishes with two more quotes by Lovecraft about Wright’s editorial practices.  In a letter to E. 

Hoffmann Price dated 31 August, 1934, HPL says:  

 

     He is wholly commercial in his outlook – as witness his complaints against my “long” 

stories when he publishes gallons of utter drivel … very long serials … by his trashy 

favorites. (p. 37) 

 

And in a 28 January, 1935, letter to Bill Anger, he declares: 

 

As for Wright’s acceptances & rejections – I’ve long ago given up trying to find any 

central thread of reason for them.  They are clearly governed by caprice, pure and simple. 

(p. 37) 

 

     After a missive from Blohm expressing gratitude for the REH Foundation’s book The Last of the 

Trunk (2007), Holmes writes in to praise Murphy’s “The Unnatural City,” though he is surprised that 

Murphy failed to mention the book The Gangs of New York (1928), which Howard owned.  Referring to 

Trout’s “Conan and the Crusaders,” he mentions Crusader stories by other pulp writers and discusses 

Unknown-type pulps.  The issue closes with an observation from Sidney-Fryer about the new WT. 

 

     Opening and dominating the August issue (Vol. 5, #4) is the treatise, “Conan the Argonaut,” by pulp 

critics and historians Holmes and Herron (the latter writing as “George Knight”).  They take the oft-

voiced question of “what would REH have done had he lived?” to the next level by examining in detail 

the choices he made throughout his career and using them to project what his course of action most likely 

would have been.  By 1936 he was poised to become a pulp fictioneer of the highest caliber.  Sales of his 

Breckinridge Elkins stories to Fiction House magazine Action Stories competed with those of Conan to 

Weird Tales.  He had also broken into Spicy-Adventure, as well as Dime Sports Magazine and Star 

Western.  Street & Smith was featuring his El Borak and Kirby O’Donnell tales in Top-Notch and 

Complete Stories and Buckner J. Grimes yarns in Cowboy Stories.  Most promising of all, Jack Byrne, his 

longtime editor at Fiction House, had just taken the helm of the prestigious pulp Argosy, flagship of the 

Munsey line and the first pulp to be published in 1896.  Howard had been reading Argosy voraciously 

since before it was known as Argosy All-Story Weekly following Argosy’s merger with All-Story Weekly 

in 1920.  He told Lovecraft that the first fiction magazine he ever read was Adventure when he was 15, 

the same age and the same magazine he would submit his first story to, though Holmes and Herron note  

that papers he left after his death indicate that he was probably 13.  But thereafter his first choice of venue  
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was Argosy, to which he submitted his first Solomon Kane, Kull, and Cormac Mac Art efforts, as well as 

“Riders of the Sunset,” “The Thing on the Roof,” and “Spears of Clontarf.”  All were rejected, the only 

ones published being “Crowd-Horror” in 1929 and five others in 1936 after his death.  Only after trying 

Argosy did he then submit any of these to Weird Tales, which was the first to publish one of his 

stories, “Spear and Fang,” in 1925, and went on to be his primary venue, despite editor Farnsworth 

Wright’s often capricious rejections that also plagued Lovecraft and others.  In spite of repeated efforts, 

Howard wouldn’t see another sale for two years.  He never did crack Adventure.   
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     That was the dream Howard on as he sat for hours at the typewriter in his small room: 

to crack the pages of Adventure, Blue Book or Short Stories, to move on the slick, coated-

coated stock pages of magazines such as The Saturday Evening Post, to see books with 

his byline reach print. (p. 6)  

 

      Lovecraft also avidly followed the Munsey pulps, writing letters in which he expressed admiration for 

Burroughs, Garrett P. Serviss (misspelled “Service” in the article), George Allan England, Zane Grey, and   
Franklin.  HPL submitted his first stories to amateur journals and then heavily to Weird Tales when it 

debuted in 1923, but gave up on Argosy and the other Munseys when they rejected “The Rats in the 

Walls,” which WT published.  WT’s regular acceptance of Lovecraft faltered when Wright became editor.  

Wright initially rejected “The Call of Cthulhu,” only to be talked into accepting it by Donald Wandrei, 

and also passed on “At the Mountains of Madness” and various other stories, putting a severe crimp in 

HPL’s output and, hence, income that might have contributed to his early death. 

 

     E. Hoffmann Price was the only person ever to meet both REH and HPL personally.  His memoirs, 

such as Far Lands, Other Days (Carcosa, 1975) and Book of the Dead (Arkham House, 2001), express a 

grudging admiration for Howard’s success, while disparaging his professionalism and the value of his 

accomplishments, as if Price were jealous of them.  (One can see this on the next page, the last page of a 

three-page letter from Price to David Anthony Kraft, dated ca. Feb., 1971, which I recently bought from 

Herron on eBay.  I’ve overlaid the last paragraph on its previous page so one can make sense of the rest.  I 

assume the Tierney/Howard piece he is talking about is “Tigers of the Sea.”)  Price did sell fantasy to 

Weird Tales, Argosy, Short Stories, and Adventure, but not much else after the pulps folded.  He defended 

Wright’s capricious editorial policies, even as he derided the “junk” WT published.    

 

     The myth of Weird Tales many fans still subscribe to is that the magazine is what’s 

important – that Wright standing steadfast at the helm through the Depression is the 

heroic figure, all else be damned.  The legend goes that Robert E. Howard and H. P. 

Lovecraft were fine authors, in their way, but without Weird Tales we would never have 

heard of them.  Sure, Conan the Cimmerian was a terrific conception, but Howard just 

wasn’t a good enough writer to take his adventures from one pulp to another, as Edgar 

Rice Burroughs was doing with Tarzan.  He was just a “palooka,” posthumously glorified 

by a cult of worshipful fans who have no grasp of history. (p. 11) 

 

     Yet REH wrote to Tevis Clyde Smith in 1928 that, “Here I am, slugging away at a cheap, little known 

magazine which may already be bankrupt, weaving fanciful and impossible tales and absolutely unknown 

outside that magazine’s limited clientele.” (p. 11)  But the tide began to turn for him in 1929 when he 

began to sell to The Ring, Ghost Stories, Argosy All-Story Weekly, Fight Stories, and Action Stories, 

followed by one new market after another.  Byrne, editor of Fight and Action, recognized Howard’s talent 

immediately and snapped up his boxing and Elkins yarns.  In 1936 Byrne left Fiction House to edit the 

Munseys and asked REH for a series of humorous westerns for Argosy, which had always published some 

fantasy and westerns and was now putting out action-packed adventures.  Even though Argosy’s pay rate 

was about the same as Weird Tales’s, one penny a word, Argosy came out weekly instead of monthly like 

WT and most other magazines, making it a more desirable venue.  All of Howard’s first wave of sales to 

Byrne’s Argosy appeared posthumously: “The Dead Remember,” three Pike Bearfield tales, and “Vul- 

ture’s Sanctuary.”  The latter was a hard-boiled saga that wouldn’t be typical of the western pulps for over 

a decade.  Byrne would bring in new writers like L. Ron Hubbard, Cornell Woolrich, Lester Dent, and 

Jack Williamson.  Considering how good the last Conan stories were, REH would have surely outclassed 

such competition.  He had already seen three of his fantasies published in hardback in the UK as part of 

the Not at Night series, and A Gent from Bear Creek saw hardcover publication in 1937. 
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     Taking all this in account, it should have been possible for Howard to take Conan over to Argosy, to 

produce hot sellers like Tolkien did with The Lord of the Rings in the 1950s, and catch the Burroughs 

paperback boom of the early 1960s, obviating any need for de Camp’s involvement later.  Though some 

have argued that series characters did not move between different pulp titles, Holmes and Herron point 

out that Burroughs took Tarzan and John Carter to wherever he could get the best deal, as did Dashiell 

Hammett, Louis L’Amour, E. Hoffmann Price, and others with their characters.  Even REH published 

Sailor Steve Costigan/Dennis Dorgan in four different pulps and El Borak in three.  He had only stopped 

producing Conan tales for Weird Tales because Wright had fallen so far behind in his payments for them, 

adding to Howard’s stress level as he was caring for his dying mother.  In 1936 he even wrote to fan 

Robert D. Locke, promising “that he would write many more stories, carrying Conan through the 

mythical countries of Khitai, Khorsala, Brythunia, Corinthia, etc.” (p. 22)  However much he was 

favoring westerns near the end, he never abandoned weird fiction, writing “The Thunder Rider” and 

“Nekht Semerkeht.”  Otto Binder’s 21 May, 1936, letter to REH’s agent Otis Adelbert Kline reported that 

Byrne was even requesting long fantasy stories for Argosy, and Byrne did publish some after Howard’s 

death.  “Somewhere in an alternate universe, Conan the Cimmerian stalks red-handed through new 

novellas and novels, treading New World pyramids under his sandaled feet, in a pulp titled Argosy, 

graced with fabulous color paintings by Rudolph Belarski!” (p. 23) 

 

     The article contains inset text boxes featuring, not quotes from the text as is common, but, ironically, 

clueless statements by Lin Carter (“Howard’s rather slapdash, derivative talents could not compete for the 

major pulps like Argosy …,” p. 6), de Camp (“Howard would have needed a surer grasp of the variations 

in human personalities if he was ever to graduate to the higher-grade pulps, let alone to the slicks or to 

“serious” literature.  … ,” p.11; “… save for a few, his characters are mainly stereotypes.  In writing for 

the pulps, that was unobjectionable, but it was not good enough for a writer striving for larger rewards 

and the greater prestige of the quality magazines,” p. 19), and Darrell Schweitzer (“No, of course Howard 

would not have moved Conan into Argosy,” p. 14; “Just because Conan was hot in a commercially 

marginal magazine does not mean other editors at the time were eager to snap up Conan,” p. 22). 

 

     The next essay is “Long Falls and Hard Climbs,” wherein Tompkins traces the history of the evolution 

of clashes between REH’s Picts and Atlanteans.  While Howard’s theory about the alternating triumphs of 

barbarism and civilization is well known, a more accurate description would be an oscillation from 

savagery through barbarism to civilization and back.  In fact, some races (in the old sense of “race” as a 

homogeneous people) actually devolved physically or at least mentally into ape-men, which still seemed 

possible in REH’s time.  In particular, we read in “The Hyborian Age”: 

 

     Among the forest-covered hills of the northwest exist wandering bands of ape-men, 

without human speech, or the knowledge of fire or the use of implements.  They are the 

descendants of the Atlanteans, sunk back into the squalling chaos of jungle bestiality 

from which ages ago their ancestors so laboriously climbed. 

 

     To the southwest dwell scattered clans of degraded, cave-dwelling savages, whose 

speech is of the most primitive form, yet who still retain the name of Picts, which has 

come to mean merely a term designating men – themselves, to distinguish them from the 

true beasts with which they contend for life and food. [24] 

 

These two peoples were portrayed by Howard as being eternal enemies.  “As brutally intimate as Cain 

and Abel, they are inimically entwined like the opposing retributionists in a Jacobean revenge tragedy, 

one penned by no mere dramatist but some dark god.” (p. 24)  As early as “The Shadow Kingdom” of 

1929, their mutual hatred is made clear the first time King Kull and Brule the Spear-slayer set eyes upon 

one another.  The Great Cataclysm a thousand years later swallows Atlantis and the Isles of the Sunset 
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(once raided by a youthful Kull), leaving as survivors only their colonies on the Thurian continent.  As 

Yag-kosha reveals to Conan in “The Tower of the Elephant,” “We saw the survivors of Pictdom and 

Atlantis build their stone age empires and go down to ruin, locked in bloody wars.  We saw the Picts sink 

into abysmal savagery, the Atlanteans into apedom again.” (p. 25)  When “The Hyborian Age” looks 

westward once more: 

 

[A]pish Atlanteans are beginning the long climb upward.  They have completed the cycle 

of existence; they have long forgotten their former existence as men; unaware of any 

former state, they are starting the climb unhelped and unhindered by human memories. 

[25] 

 

     Tompkins follows the development of the devolved Atlanteans into the primitive Cimmerians using a 

combination of selective quotation and informed speculation.  Some become Gaels and, later, the Irish 

and highland Scots, while others migrate southeastward to obliterate the Hyrkanian kingdom of Turan and 

settle in its ruins (much as the historical Cimmerians would do later to the Phrygians).  In Conan’s time, 

his people were still feuding with the Picts from the wilderness to their west.  As Conan said to Count 

Valenso in “The Black Stranger”:  “Even a Zingaran ought to know there’s never been peace between 

Picts and Cimmerians, and never will be.  Our feud with them is older than the world.” (p. 26)  Their 

struggles were only ended when both were driven before the invading Norsemen.  As Tompkins says, “it 

is not complacency, not lotus-eating in the lap of luxury but sheer hate that proves their bane.” (p. 27) 

 

     Following that essay is my own trip report from the latest (and my sixth) Howard Days, “The Best 

Little Lore House in Texas.”  The Guest of Honor was Mark Finn, who spoke on “REH and the Whole 

Wide World of Texas.”  A camera crew from Goodspeed Productions of West Hollywood filmed the 

proceedings and interviewed REHupans Burke, Bill “Indy” Cavalier, Finn, and Gruber in order to make 

an independent documentary on Howard Days, which came out on DVD in 2011 as Barbarian Days.  

While it won an award at WorldFest Houston 2012, it has been criticized for unwarranted coverage of the 

2007 after-hours fracas mentioned last time, evidently just to add drama. [26,27]  The report ends with: 

“Yet no matter how many times we visit Cross Plains, the place, the events, and especially the people 

keep drawing us back, and make us find any excuse to return.  Me, I forgot my hat!” (p. 32) 

 

     Grin included in the article a roster of the 2008 Cimmerian Award winners, since he apparently knew 

then that he wouldn’t be putting out an Awards volume.  As we saw last time, he had decided to 

discontinue The Cimmerian at some point, and that would be the point.  He hadn’t attended, but had sent 

the awards for presentation there.  There was no Valusian Award for Best Anthology or Venarium Award 

for Emerging Scholar.  The TC Blog of Finn, Grin, Roehm, and Tompkins won the Stygian Award for 

Best Web Site.  Louinet was given the Black River Award for Special Achievement for publishing The 

Last of the Trunk (REH Foundation, 2007), though he refused the award (apparently due to bad feelings 

between him, Herron, and Grin (for, e.g., [28]), though he also denounced the fact that the voting was not 

one vote per person, but weighted by the number of issues purchased).  The Atlantean Award for 

Outstanding Book went to Roehm for his Howard’s Haunts: A Photographic Journey through Robert E. 

Howard’s Texas and the Events of the Howard Centennial (Roehm’s Room, 2006).  Grin’s TC got him 

the Aquilonian Award for Outstanding Periodical.  The Hyrkanian Awards for Best Essay were taken by 

Leno for “Down the Rabbit Hole” (first place), Sasser for “Underwood for the Ages” (second place), and 

Sidney-Fryer for “Robert E. Howard: Epic Poet in Prose” (third place), all having appeared in TC.  

Novalyne Price Ellis (1908-1999) won the Black Circle Award for Lifetime Achievement posthumously. 

 

     Lastly there are a poem translated by Sidney-Fryer and The Lion’s Den, which begins with a letter 

from Haefele explaining that his only objection to “Lovecraft’s Southern Vacation” was Leno’s 

“unsupported” comments about HPL’s motivations.  “[N]othing at all suggests to me anything less 
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sublime than two of my favorite authors having fun” (p. 35), though he would soon revise this opinion.  

Schweitzer returns next, dismissing Herron’s “screed” last issue, observing that de Camp’s Harold Shea 

stories have been in print almost continuously since the early 1960s, and saying that he enjoyed 

Linzalone’s article last issue.  The letter column ends with a note from fan Kevin Cook. 

 

     As fertile as REH’s imagination was, he was influenced by other writers and took some inspirations 

from them.  Even when he did, he almost always improved on what he took, such as his “Skull-Face,” 

spun off of Sax Rohmer’s Fu Manchu, as well as aspects of “The People of the Black Circle” and the El 

Borak tales from Talbot Mundy.  Leno is first on deck in the October, 2008, issue (Vol. 5, #5) with two 

articles, the first about influences on Howard’s humorous westerns, which no one had really looked at 

before.  Leno first quotes pulp writer Ryerson Johnson as lamenting how difficult it was to write, and 

especially sell, a funny western.  This makes REH’s accomplishments at doing so all the more impressive.   
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Leno then proceeds to advance two precedents in that subgenre, namely pulpists Alan LeMay and, 

especially, Wilber Coleman “Tut” Tuttle.  The latter marketed his popular variety of comedy from at least 

1915 to the 1960s.  His name appears in a list of authors that had impressed Howard which he himself had 

typed on a sheet as part of a typing exercise.  Tuttle appeared regularly in Adventure and Argosy, which, 

as we have seen, REH had consistently read since he was 13.  Leno summarizes some of Tuttle’s yarns 

and demonstrates their quality and similarity to the Breckinridge Elkins stories, even if they’re not quite 

as good.  He also points out the apparent inspiration of a scene in “The Peaceful Pilgrim” (revised as 

“Cupid from Bear Creek” in A Gent from Bear Creek) by one in the 1933 movie King Kong, wherein 

Kong heaves a log-bridge carrying pursuing men down a chasm. 

 

     In a second article, Leno discusses an adaptation of “Pigeons from Hell” that had been done for the 

hour-long television anthology show Darkroom hosted by James Coburn, which ran from November, 

1981, to January, 1982.  In his “Lovecraft’s Southern Vacation,” Leno had already discussed the much 

better known adaptation which had aired on Boris Karloff’s Thriller series in 1961.  The Darkroom 

adaptation was a revision of the Thriller script, with plot and character changes (e.g., the sheriff is black 

and dies, and Griswell is female) that do not come off well.  It is just as well, then, that the episode was 

never filmed. 

 

     Up next is Ed Blohm with a feature on a one-shot fanzine entitled Fantôme published in October, 

1978, by W. Neil Phelps of Boca Raton, Florida.  It is noteworthy for containing the first appearance of 

the short Howard piece “The Hashish Land.”  It was an 8 ⅜ × 11-inch, saddle-stapled chapbook of 36 

pages plus black and silver covers and two front and end leaves.  It also contains poetry by G. Sutton 

Breiding, “Cousint” (ca. 1980s slang for cousin),  Gordon Larkin, and Barbara Wagner; fiction by Sarah 

Parsons, Lord Dunsany, and Alan Warren; and illustrations by “Dafydd” and David Parsons (one in the 

same person).  It has sold in recent years for anything from $20 to $200. 

 

     REH biographical sleuth Roehm is again on hand next with a report of his trip to Lampasas, Texas, 

where he and his parents identify the Keystone Hotel as the fort-like “old rock hotel” that Howard and his 

ailing mother had stayed at, as he describes in a letter to Lovecraft ca. May, 1935. 

 

     Then Grin weighs in with a review of the controversial Robert E. Howard, The Supreme Moment: A 

Biography (Lulu.com, 2008) by the self-avowedly marginally successful author Francis DiPietro, a fan 

with no scholarly credentials who apparently threw the 298-page book together from cribbings of books, 

online articles, and board messages.  Indeed, Grin finds the book structurally a “mess” and rife with 

typos, sloppy errors, and other marks of “rank amateurishness.”  In this, he agrees with a review of the 

book by Howard biographer Mark Finn, who pans it for its focus mainly on REH’s suicide, speculations 

on drug use and homosexuality, and other flaws. [29]  Even so, both Finn and Grin find parts of the book 

worth reading.  Grin goes as far as to say DiPietro is more empathetic than de Camp and Finn are in their 

biographies when it comes to ascribing Howard’s suicide to more than simply financial woes. 

 

     After that is Grin’s appreciation of and obituary for Lois Garrett (1920-2008), friend of REH heir Zora 

Mae Baum Bryant (1914-2005) and of anyone else who attended Howard Days.  She was “a repre-

sentative of town spirit and hospitality.  …  [S]he was one of the few people who could talk about the 

world Robert E. Howard lived in from a firsthand perspective.” (p. 28)  Her memories of Howard 

mirrored those of most others in town during that era.  “[O]ur parents told us to stay away from ol’ Doc 

Howard’s crazy boy, but Robert was a handsome man.” (p. 28)  The last feature in the issue is a poem by 

Tierney. 

 

     The first missive in the letter column is from Reasoner, who praises the previous issue, especially 

“Conan the Argonaut,” and agrees with its authors that REH could have sold Conan stories to Byrne.  
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Holmes writes in to say that, regardless of what Schweitzer says, de Camp’s Harold Shea stories are 

“lame,” and to note that a letter from Henry Kuttner to Clark Ashton Smith states that Farnsworth Wright 

rejected two of his “King Alfred” stories, which are now lost.  Schweitzer contributes a letter saying that 

Byrne’s Argosy did publish many weird tales of what would be called the Twilight Zone variety and that 

Howard could have fit right in with other Conan-type fantasies, swashbuckling adventures, or westerns, 

though Argosy went into decline in the 1940s.  “[M]y guess is that a combination of Argosy, Unknown, 

Fantastic Adventures, and Adventure could have been steady outlets for REH up till about 1950, after 

which he would have broken into the book market with historicals and westerns and not looked back at 

the pulps any more than Dashiell Hammett did.” (p. 35) 
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     After a letter by Blohm lauding the previous issue, particularly “Conan the Argonaut,” Herron returns 

to point out that Schweitzer, in saying that neither his Weird Tales nor any other magazine had discovered 

a new REH, ignores the facts that David Gemmell was active at the time and that Charles Saunders’s 

recent production of Sword & Sorcery argues that he only needed to be asked for such submissions.  

Herron adds that, having conversed with E. Hoffmann Price, he doesn’t think Price saw himself as being 

jealous of Howard or other pulpists, though Price did seem to have other strange ideas at the time, such as 

not wanting to reprint his earlier work lest it compete with his later material.  Herron also reminds 

Haefele that, regarding Leno’s “Lovecraft’s Southern Vacation,” Herron himself had quoted two HPL 

letters in which that author had admitted to being miffed at REH. 

 

     The final issue of The Cimmerian (Vol. 5, #6, Dec., 2008), save for the last Index, starts with a poem 

by Sidney-Fryer, Grin’s usual editorial shifting to the back.  The first article, by Australian academic 

Nicholas Moll, is a search for Nietzschean themes in Howard, riffing off a statement by Finn in his 

biography that John Milius’s movie Conan the Barbarian (1982) was based on ideas from that German 

philosopher.  Though that statement is true, there actually isn’t much in the way of such themes in REH’s 

work.  In fact, in one of only two mentions of Nietzsche, in a 1928 letter to Tevis Clyde Smith, Howard 

says, “Nietzsche never untwined the human from the cosmic nor did Schopenhauer.” (p. 4)  While his 

heroes might be looked upon as examples of the übermensch or Superman advanced by Nietzsche, only 

the most revenge-driven of them acted as if morality were irrelevant or as if might did make right.  Conan 

in particular, strong and self-motivated as he was, never abandoned his rough code of ethics and only 

became more morally responsible as he rose to positions of power in society.  Thus, it is hard to see him 

as such a Superman figure acting as if he were outside the limits of conventional morality, which 

Nietzsche thought was imposed by the confines of a Herd mentality, especially when REH himself 

believed the will of the people to be a positive force.  Indeed, Moll is hard-pressed making any such 

arguments, and endeavors to find Nietzschean elements in Howard’s literary racial themes and social 

interactions, but only winds up concluding, “we’ll never know if Howard was a closet Nietzschean 

scholar.  But it can be argued that Howard was aware of Nietzsche’s ideals on some level and did utilize 

them in various forms, unconsciously or otherwise.” (p. 6)  (Moll overlooks existentialism as a 

connection between the two writers.  And neither Moll nor his editor realizes that the word “phenomena” 

is plural.) 

 

     Next, Tompkins publishes the last formal essay he was to write before his untimely death, “Strong to 

Save or to Damn.”  His stated purpose is to rebut Reasoner’s opinion, expressed in a TC letter, that “As 

much as I love [The Hour of the Dragon], I’m not sure it’s really a successful novel.  It has pacing 

problems with the action stopping and starting in a rather jerky fashion, Conan is absent from the novel 

for a little too long at times, and too much of the action takes place off-screen.” (p. 7)  Tompkins believes 

Hour is a very successful novel indeed, and begins his defense of it by pointing out that Conan does 

appear in by far most of the chapters, with the exceptions being ones where a conspiracy is hatched, army 

maneuvers are depicted, or another character’s actions are described.  Tompkins says the narrative is 

“turbocharged,” but not unbelievably action-driven or episodic in nature.  He tries to demonstrate this by 

characterizing the events as part of a scheme to move the plot toward what Tolkien termed eucatastrophe, 

“the joy of a happy ending,” this in spite of REH’s usual grim outlook.  Tompkins says that Howard 

makes such an outcome seem impressive by memorable portrayals of the characters and threats involved 

and believable motives and actions on the part of the characters.  He makes his arguments with his 

signature erudition, wordplay, and multi-media similes, though in a rather rambling fashion, discussing 

such things as parallels with several other Howard and Tolkien tales; usages of similar blood-colored, 

heart-like jewels and other such symbolic tropes (the Heart of Ahriman, the Blood of Belshazzar, the Fire 

of Ashurbanipal, etc.); failures of various pastiches; uncertainty about divine intervention; Conan’s 

possible realization that he was destined to be a king; and how could one reasonably expect a sword to be 

able to overcome sorcery. 
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     As an addendum to the essay, Tompkins highlights a typographical error Howard makes in the first 

chapter of Hour, where he has Orastes say something that clearly should have been said by Xaltotun.  

Unfortunately, this error has gone uncorrected through every one of the many published versions, 

including the pure-text editions, except for the Ace paperback Conan the Conqueror (1953), Grant’s Hour 

(1989), the Stephen Jones-edited The Chronicles of Conan II (Gollancz, 2001), and the Louinet-edited 

Conan l’Intégrale: L’Heure du Dragon (Bragelonne, 2008).  As Horace said, “even Homer nods,” and so 

evidently could REH, not to mention his editors. 

 

     The article won the first-place 2010 Robert E. Howard Foundation (“Hyrkanian”) Award for Best 

Essay. 

 

     Holmes returns with “The First Posthumous Collaborator” about the identity of the person who 

completed Howard’s only science-fiction novel, Almuric.  It had been submitted to Weird Tales in 

August, 1938, by pulp writer and literary agent Otis Adelbert Kline, who had acquired the unfinished tale, 

along with many others, from REH’s famous trunk of rejected and abandoned stories and poems, letter 

carbons, clippings, etc.  Howard’s father had sent the trove to Kline after his son’s death in the hope that 

some of the contents would be, or could be made to be, sellable.  Kline sold what he could and returned 

the rest to Dr. Howard, which eventually went to E. Hoffmann Price and, later, Glenn Lord.  Almuric was 

published in three parts in the May, June/July, and August, 1939, issues of WT.   

 

     REH had not intended Almuric for WT, though.  He had apparently produced it in the first month or 

two of 1934 as an attempt to satisfy English publisher Denis Archer’s request for a 75,000-word novel 

after Archer had declined Howard’s first submission of a collection of short stories, saying such 

anthologies weren’t selling across the pond.  REH abandoned Almuric after writing 11 chapters, began 

but dropped “Drums of Tombalku,” and then wrote The Hour of the Dragon between March and May, 

1934.  Hour was sent to Archer, but was returned when the publisher went into receivership and was later 

published in WT.  Kline’s agency normally handled only those stories not intended for WT; Howard had 

always dealt with WT himself, but had stopped writing for the magazine by 1935 when editor Wright’s 

backlog of payments due surged past $1,000.  Kline had gotten Almuric in the form of a synopsis and an 

unfinished draft.  No record exists of who finished the draft for publication, but Holmes plays detective in 

order to identify the culprit.  Clearly it was not REH, since the style at the end of the 11th chapter abruptly 

changes from one seething with rage, resentment, and brutality to one that is tepid, passive, and 

adulterated with romantic pap, bringing the novel to a clumsy, unsatisfying end.  Grin was the first to 

document key differences between the last chapter and the preceding ones. [30]  Those differences 

include the dialog, which is prominent in previous chapters and in Howard’s prose in general, but only 

amounts to six lines thereafter.  Also, terms and descriptive detail foreign to his style suddenly dominate 

the narration.  The Kline agency destroyed typescripts after publication, so there is no physical evidence 

to examine for clues, even to know how well the synopsis was followed. 

 

     Determined to identify the ghostwriter, Holmes compiles a list of likely suspects and starts a process 

of elimination.  Wright did pen some stories, but his style was melodramatic, and he was handicapped by 

Parkinson’s disease at the time.  Kline was in a position to do it, but his style is too good and too much 

like REH’s to be the writer in question.  Besides, he only charged Dr. Howard a 10% sales commission, 

not a 50% rewriting fee.  Hoffmann Price was also too good a writer to have produced the dreck ending 

Almuric, and certainly would have mentioned the fact that he had done so in one of his several memoirs.  

Henry Kuttner was likewise too good, having written the Howardian Elak of Atlantis series.  Edmond 

Hamilton’s early work was bad, but, though it had improved a lot by the late ’30s, his stories had none of 

the gunplay that suddenly emerges in Almuric’s final chapter.   
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     Holmes finally settles on Otto Binder (1911-1974) as the likeliest suspect.  He was a pulp writer of 

about the right level of incompetence, being best remembered today as a writer for the Captain Marvel 

and Superman comics of the ’40s.  Binder and his brother Earl had used Kline as an agent in the early 

‘30s, and Otto actually worked for Kline from the mid into the late ’30s, even hawking REH’s adventure 

stories to Byrne.  Binder often employed military terms that show up frequently in Almuric’s final 

chapter.  Holmes points out several other parallels between the latter and Binder’s fiction, including the 

sappy, peace-embracing conclusion.  “[T]he idiosyncrasies of Binder’s style at the time of Almuric’s 

serialization in Weird Tales, combined with abundant motive and opportunity, point to him being the 

most likely suspect by far.  Intriguingly, the very fact that Farnsworth Wright went to the trouble of 

having someone finish the Robert E. Howard novel demonstrates that the editor felt it was important to 

keep that connection alive, even as the pulp, ironically, was slipping out of his fingers.” (p. 24) 

 

     (Holmes had advanced Binder as the primary suspect before, in his “Restless Hercules, Wild Planet” 

essay in REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #8 (fall, 2005), though in his TC take, he revises the Howard/Binder 

demarcation from the first/second paragraph of Chapter 11 to Chapters 11/12.  Grin, in his 

aforementioned zine, suggests that the identification could be confirmed by stylometric analysis, which  

still hasn’t been done.) 

 

     Following this is a review by Sidney-Fryer of the French critical anthology Échos de Cimmérie (Les 

Éditions de l’Oeil du sphinx, 2009) edited by Fabrice Tortey, which we discussed earlier.  “This large 

volume is a heartfelt piece of tribute to the Texan poet and storyteller Robert Ervin Howard, one that 

reflects very well indeed not just on the individual writers whose essays appear in it (some of them 

translated from American English), but above all on the editor who conceived and out it together.  …  The 

present critic would buy this book just for the editor’s opening article, which sets the record straight on 

the misinformation and misconceptions about REH that have been circulating for far too long.  Tortey’s 

evenhanded approach lets the reader make up his own mind about certain salient problems and difficulties 

in Howard’s life.” (pp. 25-26)  Sidney-Fryer says he was made to feel much sympathy for Novalyne Price 

(Ellis) and her desire for a normal life with REH, and is glad of her eventual testimony about the last 

years of his life in One Who Walked Alone (Grant, 1986).  “But Price denied Howard any real sympathy 

when he needed it most, a sympathy that might have made the difference in preventing his suicide, which 

still represents a tragic loss to American literature.” (p. 26)  He agrees with Herron on Wright’s 

inadequacy as an editor.  “If Howard did in fact consider himself a failure because of Wright’s failure to 

pay him on publication …  it is easy to see how the lack of this money might have helped to drive him to 

suicide, to push him over the edge, especially when coupled with the lack of understanding and sympathy 

from Novalyne Price when he most needed that support.” (p. 27) 

 

     Sidney-Fryer also credits de Camp for doing much firsthand research in his Howard biography, though 

he notes that the de Camps enlisted Jane Griffin as a coauthor for her insights as a competent academic 

and native Texan, despite the fact that she confessed distaste for REH as a writer.  Then Sidney-Fryer 

adds this interesting insight of his own about Texas’s influence on Howard: 

 

The state not only possesses violent contrasts in terrain and weather from one region to 

another – Texas is immense, and the same size as France – but often violent contrasts in 

the same area.  There is the arboreal beauty and greenery of eastern Texas continuing that 

of Louisiana, the arid and stark desert around El Paso that continues on into New Mexico 

and Arizona, the individual climate of the Panhandle, the more moderate weather and 

often remarkable beauty of Austin, San Antonio, and Corpus Christi.  The geographical 

scope and variety of Texas are nothing less than astonishing, not to mention tornadoes 

and hurricanes!  And almost everywhere in the state there is the extreme heat, extreme 

drought, or extreme humidity of summer, no less than the genuine and surprising cold of 
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winter.  Just as the winters in Russia have certainly affected and shaped the overall 

character of the Russian people, so too have the violently contrasting weather and climate 

of Texas worked to fashion the character of her native modern population.  With no doubt 

about it, Howard’s writings in their own turn reflect the variety, violence, and volatility 

of the Texan weather and climate. (pp. 26-27) 

 

     Herron comes on stage with The Cimmerian’s final essay, “Sword-and-Sorcery,” in which he traces 

the birth of the subgenre from its foundation in myth and heroic fantasy exemplified by stories of Lord 

Dunsany and from its first appearance as the Kull story “The Shadow Kingdom” in the August, 1929, 

issue of Weird Tales.  Other fantasists worked with similar materials as did Howard, such as Edgar Rice 

Burroughs, but Burroughs’s fiction lacks the bleak worldview and sense of horror that permeate REH’s 

work.  Yet it is quite possible that S & S would not have been recognized as a subgenre if it had not been 

for the success in 1932 of “The Phoenix on the Sword,” which introduced Conan the Cimmerian.  Conan 

tales would feature prominently in WT until Howard’s death in 1936.  The most successful of REH’s 

successors was Fritz Leiber with his rogues Fafhrd and the Gray Mouser, in part because of Leiber’s fine 

sense of horror.  Leiber in fact coined the term Sword & Sorcery, even though he came to forget that he 

did.  L. Sprague de Camp had no such flair, nor a poetic soul, so in his pastiches of Howard he could only 

insincerely mimic surface mannerisms.  He and frequent partner Lin Carter lacked both the talent to 

approach REH’s achievement and the necessary respect for the subgenre as true literature.  Better results 

were attained by John Jakes and Michael Moorcock, but a deluge of mediocrity caused newer authors like 

Karl Edward Wagner to disavow the label S & S.  Herron himself made the case that Howard was to S & 

S as Dashiell Hammett was to hard-boiled detective fiction, when he was writing as George Knight in his 

landmark critical anthology The Dark Barbarian in 1984.  Also of note is Charles Saunders’s invention of 

Sword & Soul.     

 

     Fan Eric Johnson writes in to the final Lion’s Den to announce that, in his job as Associate Curator of 

Rare Books and Manuscripts at Ohio State University, he had discovered a cache of Howard poetry 

typescripts.  Most had already been published in small press books or fanzines, but some were new and 

some were different versions of known poems.  He provided copies of them to the REH Foundation.  

Fortunately this happened in time for them to be included in the Foundation’s Collected Poetry of Robert 

E. Howard (2008).  The origin of the trove is uncertain, but it was probably part of a collection sold to 

OSU by Bill Blackbeard, founder and director of the San Francisco Academy of Comic Art.  A large part 

of the poems came from Howard’s letters to Harold Preece and items that ran in The Junto. [31] 

 

     Haefele returns to praise the August issue, including Schweitzer’s and especially Herron’s letters.  To 

add to the debate about Lovecraft’s opinion of Howard started by Leno in his “Lovecraft’s Southern 

Vacation,” Haefele says he’s checked the correspondence from HPL to Derleth and found nine very 

positive mentions of REH and nothing negative between 1930 and 1932, but nothing at all between 1933 

and Howard’s death, as if something had indeed changed in their relationship.  Holmes submits a letter 

noting that western pulp and paperback author Clarence S. Bayles (pseudonym: Will C. Brown), “the 

other writer of Cross Plains,” who had been in REH’s high school graduating class, had died in 1995, 

with no biographer having asked him about his knowledge of Howard. 

 

     Herron writes in lauding Leno’s recent pieces, informing Blohm that “Dafydd” was a pseudonym for 

David Parsons (who had been a member of The Hyperborian League of fanzinists), and nailing 

Schweitzer for saying REH could have become a bestselling author but not admitting he could have taken 

Conan with him to Argosy.  Glenn Lord finishes off The Lion’s Den with a letter revealing that Novalyne 

Price Ellis’s initial draft of her memoir One Who Walked Alone had been significantly longer because of 

material she had included about herself rather than Howard, but which publisher Grant had asked her to 

cut.  Lastly he declares: 
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     The news that The Cimmerian is to be discontinued hit me like the news that a good 

friend is terminally ill.  However I do not blame you for I know that such a task requires a 

lot of time, work and to a certain extent, finances.  But at least there is still some Howard 

scholarship underway, there is a lot of unadulterated Howard being published, and Crom 

be praised the pastiches are now a thing of the past.” (p. 36) 

 

     The issue concludes with “A Cimmerian Coda,” Grin’s editorial on his thoughts about TC and why he 

had chosen to end its run.  He says he had achieved his objective of showing that an REH fanzine could 

appear regularly and frequently, offering scholarly and yet enjoyable material, including a bustling letter 

column, all ideas he had tried to impress on The Dark Man journal’s management during his 3-year stint 

on its editorial board.  He wanted to produce a zine that would not publish pieces by Howard, according 

to the established template for zines, but would present articles about REH, including literary criticism 

and the results of new research.  But now he had other personal goals he wanted to address that had 

nothing to do with Howard, though he would allow the TC Blog to continue under the supervision of 

Tompkins. 

 

As for back issues, I’ll continue to sell them for a limited time (think months, not years), 

after which all my unsold inventory will be destroyed.  This is to prevent the Shylocks of 

the collecting biz from acquiring at a steep firesale discount what loyal readers paid full 

price for.  I very much appreciate the support of my subscribers, and so from here on out 

if anyone wants to collect The Cimmerian they will have to come to you, and pay 

accordingly. (p. 38) 

 

Grin singles out Herron for praise, acknowledging the much help he had provided Grin editing and 

mentoring. 

 

     And with that, The Cimmerian’s fiery funeral bier heads out to sea.  You all have my 

heartfelt thanks for supporting this little journal throughout its run, and I wish you all 

good luck, a full life, and a fond farewell.  Allow me to give the honor of the final 

goodbye to the fey genius whose life’s work so captivated me that I was moved to extol 

its virtues for five years using every ounce of the grace, intelligence, and power I could 

muster.  Robert Ervin Howard, all of this was for you. 

 

          The ravens circle above our prows 

          And our chant is the song of the sea 

          They hear our oars by a thousand shores 

          And they know that the North is free. (p. 38)     

 

     And so ended the run of The Cimmerian, consisting of 35 issues (not counting five index issues, three 

Cimmerian Award issues, and four TC Library issues) of 1400 pages over 4.8 years, more than any other 

REH fanzine before or since.  At least as important was the consistent quality and importance of the 

contents, which were also unmatched.  The parchment pages and handsome covers and slipcases suited 

their contents, all of which were meticulously indexed.  Add to this the magnificent Cimmerian Awards, 

which Grin paid for himself, and the TC Blog’s 4.8-year run, and you have a phenomenal record of 

service to the Howardian community and a legacy that will never be forgotten.  Grin attributed his success 

in getting submissions to the fact that he paid his contributors.  While this may have helped, the main 

driver was surely the prestige and pleasure of publishing one’s work in a venue read by so many scholars 

and fans that one respected, in a periodical were things were happening.  The urge to publish led in turn to 

the performance of more research.  The vibrancy of the letter column was in part due to the unfettered 
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expression of personal opinions and unbridled debate, even if this somewhat undercut TC’s stature as a 

professional journal.  Sampling some of the tributes to TC at the end of its run, we have first Rusty Burke: 

  

     I’m very sorry to see The Cimmerian come to an end.  It has been, in my opinion, the 

best Howard fanzine of what we might call the Second Generation, and I think it certainly 

belongs in the discussion of best Howard fanzines, period.  For five years, Leo has set the 

gold standard for fanzine production and content.  And I say that as one who occasionally 

felt like the target of potshots in both articles and the letters column, the aptly named 

“Lion’s Den.”  But I enjoyed every issue, and tried to do my part to support it by buying 

a copy of both the limited and deluxe states.  Had other duties not limited my writing 

time, I would have liked to have contributed more, but alas, it is not to be. 

 

     The Cimmerian had its birth, as so many good things do in this world, in the fires of 

idealism.  Leo came into REHupa with a zeal we don’t often see, and quickly established 

himself as someone to be reckoned with, not only in terms of enthusiasm and 

commitment, but also in scholarship.  His Steel Springs and Whalebone! #2 kicked in the 

doors of REHupa 162 (April 2000) with 90 pages, an incredible 65 of them devoted to 

Joe Grim, one of the “iron man” boxers who so fascinated and inspired Robert E. 

Howard.  It was one of the most incredible feats of apazining I have witnessed in thirty 

years of active fandom.  And in the very next mailing, he was back with 42 more pages, 

including an impassioned editorial on “The Future of REHupa.”  It was evident that we 

had here a passionate and energetic fan of REH and a valuable new member of our 

community.  It wasn’t long before he was asked to join the editorial board of The Dark 

Man, when it changed editors and Mark Hall decided to form an advisory board. 

 

     Leo had already demonstrated, in online lists, his willingness to mix it up in 

discussions.  As a member of the editorial board, he articulated a vision for what a good 

Howard fanzine could be, and he begged, pleaded, cajoled, harangued, and used pretty 

much every persuasive technique you can think of to get the stodgy old fussbudgets 

(including me!) who were on that board to make of The Dark Man what he thought it had 

the potential to be. When it became evident that the board was determined to go in a 

completely different direction than the one he had in mind (and none too hastily, either), 

Leo decided that if he was ever going to see that top-notch — and regularly, frequently 

issued — Howard fanzine he wanted, he was going to have to do it himself. 

 

     And do it he did.  The Cimmerian, Volume 1, Number 1, was launched in April 2004, 

and it proved to be everything Leo had promised, and then some.  He showed us, issue 

after issue, what a good Howard fanzine could be.  He wanted articles and essays that 

were not only informative, but fun to read.  My own experience was that he was an 

exceptional editor: he whipped my pedantic style into something a little livelier, without 

losing the slightest nuance of meaning.  He gave me the opportunity to approve the 

changes, and I was delighted to do so, because I felt like he’d improved my work.  He 

introduced the work of several important new scholars, as well as providing a regular 

outlet for the work of more established ones.  The zine also looked good.  He established 

a consistent look and feel for it, and used quality materials and printing.  He produced 

annual slipcases to hold each volume, and I’m telling you, those things look handsome on 

the shelf. 

 

     It could be argued ̶ I certainly felt, from time to time  ̶  that Leo encouraged 

controversy for its own sake, to keep the audience riled up and reading and sending in 

http://www.beyond49.ca/TDM/index.html
http://www.beyond49.ca/TDM/index.html
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letters.  For some that’s a negative, for others a positive.  For me, it was just part of the 

ground rules, and though I did get steamed now and again, I tried not to let it get to me 

for long.  I have disagreed with the late L. Sprague de Camp on many things over the 

years, but one thing I certainly agree with him about is that to survive in Howard fandom, 

one needs “a hide of rhinoceroid thickness.”  Certainly to survive the cage match that was 

The Lion’s Den, not only a thick hide but a sturdy coat of mail was helpful. 

 

     When I said above that Leo had determined to do his fanzine himself, I mean that 

literally.  Leo not only edited the zine, not only paid the contributors from his own 

pocket, he also printed the pages himself, scored them and assembled and stapled the 

copies, carefully packed and shipped them.  From first to last, Leo Grin had his hand in 

every aspect of the production.  Except for some proofreading and occasional other help 

from his friends, The Cimmerian was truly a one-man shop, and very obviously a labor of 

love.  It’s no wonder that the herculean feat of putting out twelve monthly issues during 

the Centennial Year of 2006 — which in my opinion contributed mightily to the 

celebratory mood of that year — nearly wore the poor guy to a nubbin.  I asked him if he 

slept at all that year.  He swears he did, but I’m not sure I believe him. 

 

     Leo’s contributions to Howard fandom go far beyond the print version of The 

Cimmerian, of course.  The Cimmerian Awards that he established provided an annual 

means of recognizing contributions to Howard scholarship and fandom.  His stewardship 

of Howard Days programming helped build it into the affair we know today.  He not only 

established the Cimmerian blog, but decided that there needed to be more voices in the 

REH blogosphere so he created the REHupa blog, as well, and then handed the keys to 

Morgan, Indy and me.  He served as REHupa’s webmaster for several years, and we owe 

him a debt of gratitude every time we use the REH Bookshelf, for which he did all the 

work of getting it online.  He has provided behind-the-scenes support for countless 

Howardian projects, including books and studies of the boxing stories he loves so 

dearly.  In one of the most extraordinary acts of selflessness I have seen in years of 

collecting, he bought a copy of the Herbert Jenkins edition of A Gent From Bear 

Creek and then donated it to the Howard House, where it is now on display during 

Howard Days and other special events.  I mean, here is one of the rarest of Howard 

collectibles, a very Grail — and he gave it away.  I’d like to think that I could do that, but 

I try to be honest with myself.  I’m just not that strong. 

 

     This is running longer than I intended, and heavens, it’s starting to sound like a 

eulogy, when the poor lad isn’t dead, he’s just taking a very well deserved break.  He tells 

me he hopes to devote more time to writing, and I sincerely hope that some of that 

writing will be about REH.  His “In Defense of Hester Jane Ervin Howard” is one of the 

best biographical essays in the field, one I wish I had had the perceptiveness to write, 

though as I have said, I don’t think I could have written it so well.  He’d also like a 

chance to do some “ordinary things I haven’t had time for these last five years.”  I sure 

hear that.  You take good care, Leo, and stay in touch.  You were true to your vision, 

man, and for five solid years you produced one of the finest fanzines in history.  Good 

work. [32] 

 

And next we have Morgan Holmes: 

 

     The Cimmerian will hold a unique position within the world of Robert E. Howard 

oriented small press publications.  The spiritual predecessor of The Cimmerian was 

http://www.thecimmerian.com/?page_id=406
http://www.howardworks.com/gentj.htm
http://www.howardworks.com/gentj.htm
http://www.thecimmerian.com/?p=2143
http://www.rehupa.com/?p=450
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Glenn Lord’s The Howard Collector which came out on a somewhat regular basis and 

had good production values.  Instead of running fiction, Leo ran essays, poems, articles, 

reports, and an active letter section. One could point to Amra as a forerunner but that 

magazine was more broad in context covering heroic fantasy in general.  Cromlech was 

visionary but lasted for only three issues.  The Dark Man has been handicapped with an 

extremely irregular publishing schedule. 

 

     What made the difference is that contributors were paid.  This opened up the gates for 

a flood of new Howard scholars and essayists.  The old complaint that people wanted to 

read Robert E. Howard but not write about him was blown out of the water.  A regular 

schedule of an issue coming out every two months added to the success.  The only 

publication that I can think of that was as regular was Crypt of Cthulhu back in the 1980s.  

The layout was good, no wasted space present.  The quality of paper was excellent.  

There was uniformity in presentation from the beginning.  Another important factor  ̶  the 

emphasis was on the writing.  Too many Howard oriented small press zines put far too 

much emphasis on art, most of it bad.  We have seen too many six fingered Conans, Bran 

Mak Morns who look like Lurch from The Addams Family, and muscles drawn like ropes 

under skin over the years.  Leo wisely avoided this pratfall.  To go off topic for a moment 

– there are two threats to Robert E. Howard: a surplus of bad artists and Heavy Metal 

music.  Spinal Tap is the only Heavy Metal someone needs to know as it encapsulates 

that genre.  While The Cimmerian did contain poems by talents such as Donald Sidney-

Fryer and Richard L. Tierney, Leo kept away from fiction. I can just imagine the 

avalanche of bad sword-and-sorcery fiction that would have overwhelmed him once the 

word got out. 

 

     I was a regular contributor for the second half of the magazine’s existence.  I can now 

look back on the stable of writers such as Rob Roehm, Brian Leno, Steve Tompkins, and 

myself as part of a period, an era.  The variety of contents was remarkable ranging from 

essays on books such as the Wandering Star editions, A Gent From Bear Creek to usurper 

Roman emperors, Cimmerian coins, pulp magazines, Howard Days reports etc.  Missing 

through editorial policy were goofy articles on things like phallic imagery in “The Gold 

and the Grey.”  Differing viewpoints were tolerated within its pages.  Darrell Schweitzer 

recently said that Howard fandom is not ready for the prime time (what fandom is?).  The 

Cimmerian was filled with material contributed by people with knowledge within their 

areas of interest. 

 

     People probably do not realize the amount of work going into producing a bimonthly 

magazine.  Leo bought a professional printer to keep the costs down.  He edited, printed, 

collated, stapled, and shipped the issues.  He was literally a one man operation outside of 

some help with proofing.  This is incredibly time consuming.  You have no life outside of 

working and doing this.  An enjoyable period of relaxation and rest is well deserved.  

This publication is now the benchmark.  The bar has been raised.  It may be a while 

before anyone can publish something similar if ever. [33] 

 

And last we have Bill Cavalier: 

 

     Sad to see the demise of Leo Grin’s The Cimmerian.  He’s decided to move on to 

other aspects of his life, and as Leo is a Man with a Plan, I can only wish him well.  The 

Cimmerian has been the premier REH journal/magazine for five years, a consistently 

well done and interesting as hell publication.  If Leo tackles the rest of his life with the 
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intensity and dedication that he put into The Cimmerian, the people and the world that he 

is in touch with will be a much better place!  Thanks, Leo! [34] 

      

     While Grin doesn’t mention, in “A Cimmerian Coda,” the REH Days brouhaha described in our last 

installment, it and the other events that he singled out as factors in his probable decision to discontinue 

the journal were doubtless significant.  Positive feedback is often important to someone working in a 

demanding endeavor, and though Grin often received praise for his efforts, including every Cimmerian 

Award for Best Periodical, he did not succeed at winning the corresponding World Fantasy Award in two 

nominations, and may have felt what praise he got was not enough.  Finn states in his REHupa zine, “I’m 

positive that was a big part of the straw pile that eventually broke Leo’s back.  People can only work for 

free for so long before they quit in disgust.  They need some recognition, at the very least.” [35]  And 

to some degree, burnout had to be a factor, for certainly no fanzinist had ever worked harder.  Of course, 

there’s no reason to doubt the personal reasons he adduces as well.  After all, he didn’t just quit TC, but 

also REHupa and Howard fandom in general.  One always wonders how one can walk away from a field 

that had previously been so important to him, but everyone has their own goals, limits, and priorities, and 

in the end we can only be grateful to whatever fanzinists choose to bestow us. 

 

     One can certainly question Grin’s decision to destroy his unsold zines (2,686 of them, or 30.1%).  I 

don’t know how many he sold after TC’s demise, but he sold them through August, 2009, and did donate 

sets to the Library of Congress (where they’ve been bound), the Barcroft Library at the University of 

California at Berkeley, the Ray and Pat Browne Library for Popular Culture Studies at Bowling Green 

State University of Ohio, the Cross Plains Public Library, and the Silent Auction at Howard Days for the 

benefit of Project Pride.  His concern for subscribing collectors of TC seems misplaced, since surely few 

would sell their copies unless they had bought duplicates.  And his later professing to have done all the 

work for the benefit of his subscribers seems inconsistent with his initial declaration that his main concern 

was the advancement of REH studies.  Wouldn’t REH studies be better off the more issues there were in 

circulation and/or available at even more libraries or for sale, where new fans and scholars might discover 

them?  It is understandable that he might not want to sell all of them himself (say, on eBay), storing them 

in the interim, but wasn’t there any alternative, such as donating them to the Howard House or the REH 

Foundation so that they might sell them? 

 

     As Grin promised, The Cimmerian Blog did continue until 11 June, 2010.  Though it was going great 

guns and its readership was growing, Grin had doubts about maintaining its quality following his 

withdrawal from Howard fandom, Tompkins’s untimely death, and Deuce Richardson’s difficulties 

administering the site due to personal problems.  The posting of thecimmerian.com continued for 3 more 

years, being funded by a fan, but after that ceased, Grin has since kept it up as an adjunct to his own site 

leogrin.com, as he had also promised to do. [36] 

 

     Though Grin’s posts tapered off toward the end, from 2008 on he blogged on the 2008 Cimmerian 

Awards, REH Days 2007, Échos de Cimmérie, Steve Eng’s poetry, David Gemmell, John J. Miller, the 

latest REH-related publications and Web sites, Gary Gygax, the World Fantasy Convention, Charles 

Saunders, John Milius, L. Sprague de Camp, Arnie Fenner, Hester Jane Howard, Lois Garrett, Joan 

McCowen, the rarest REH collectibles, Don Herron, Dave Arneson, the Starmont Reader’s Guide to 

REH, The Hunt for Gollum movie, The Collected Poetry of REH, REHupa Mailings on eBay, the Popular 

Culture Association Convention, the Solomon Kane movie, Ben P. Indick, Clark Ashton Smith, and 

REH’s 104th birthday. 

 

     Posting until shortly before his death, Tompkins wrote on giant cats, Robert Fagles, Charlton Heston, 

The Silmarillion, James Fenimore Cooper, Charles Saunders, “Hyboria,” comics adaptations of “Rogues 

in the House,” Underwood Books, fantasy films, S & S since the 1980s, The Dark Knight, “The 
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Wendigo,” David C. Smith, J. R. R. Tolkien, Scott Oden, Edgar Allan Poe, Sergio Leone, “The Black 

Stranger,” “Red Shadows,” Joe Abercrombie, Atlantis, The Hobbit, Halloween, World War I, E. R. 

Eddison, Nordic historical fiction, George R. R. Martin, Bran Mak Morn, and the Cthulhu Mythos, 

among other things. 

 

      Of the two remaining original bloggers, Roehm posted on the REH Foundation newsletters, REH’s 

102nd birthday celebration, REH’s poetry, REH books, his travels through REH’s Texas, REH Days 2008, 

and REH: Two-Gun Raconteur, while Finn blogged on REH’s 102nd birthday celebration, Age of Conan 

gaming, Francis DiPietro, The Dark Knight, Arnie Fenner, Donald Westlake, and Jack Teagarden, both 

bloggers ending around the start of 2009. 

 

     In 2009 came the new bloggers Brian Murphy; REHupans Steve Trout, Lawrence “Deuce” 

Richardson, Al Harron, Barbara Barrett, and Jeffrey Shanks; and the late Miguel Martins.  Murphy 

weighed in on fantasy in print, horror films, Lord Dunsany, Gary Gygax, Heroic Fantasy Quarterly, 

Ernest Hemingway, RIP Steve Tompkins, The Tritonian Ring, David Drake, Jessica Amanda Salmonson, 

Jack London, Stephen King, The Children of Húrin, fantasy as escapism, Dracula, fairy tales, The Dark 

Barbarian, The Ultimate Triumph, World War Z, The Face of Battle, Reclaiming the Blade, the Conan the 

Destroyer movie, Bernard Cornwell, Karl Edward Wagner, Iron Maiden, the Fright Night movie, T. H. 

White’s Merlin, the Henry V movie, The Lord of the Rings, zombie stories, Poul Anderson, The 

Silmarillion, Explaining Fantasy Literature audiobooks, Ronnie James Dio, World War II in the Pacific, 

Eric Brighteyes, Steven Pressfield, Harlan Ellison, REH’s letters, Frank Frazetta, Finn’s Blood & 

Thunder, and why we love the life and works of REH. 

 

     Trout posted on snakes, In the Name of the King, Jungian psychology, “A Witch Shall Be Born,” RIP 

Steve Tompkins, Karl Edward Wagner, REH Days 2009, Burroughs’s influence on REH, and violence in 

Conan. 

 

     Richardson held forth on David Foster Wallace, Nemedians, The Collected Poetry of REH, RIP Steve 

Tompkins, chain mail, new Tolkien and REH books, Return of the Sword, Ghor, Kinslayer, The 

Wanderings of Húrin, bullfighting, Jack Vance, Harold Lamb, American Fantasy Tales, Donald M. 

Grant, Clark Ashton Smith, Leigh Brackett, Karl Edward Wagner, the Battle off Samar, the new Conan 

the Barbarian movie, James Reasoner, Howard Andrew Jones, J. R. R. Tolkien, Cambyses’s lost army, 

Glenn Lord’s 2009 birthday party, Poul Anderson, Charles Saunders, Milton Davis, The Ship of Ishtar, 

the John Carter movie, Christopher Lee, A. Merritt, REH’s 104th birthday celebration, Norris Chambers, 

Richard Lupoff, Michael Chabon, RIP Steve Tompkins, Tarzan pastiches, George Scithers, and Frank 

Frazetta. 

 

     Harron wrote on Heroes in the Wind, American Supernatural Tales, Cormac Fitzgeoffrey, Thulsa 

Doom comics, Eric Walker’s F & SF archive, Sabatea, Khitai, Michael Moorcock, Karl Edward Wagner, 

Richard L. Tierney, Kyros, Scottish battles, David Hayles, the new Conan the Barbarian movie, Middle-

earth barbarians, Dale Rippke, the CPI vs. Orion lawsuit, Poul Anderson, the Born of Hope movie, Conan 

the RPG, Terry Pratchett, The Hobbit movie, Almuric, Dan Goudey, the Avatar movie, Clark Ashton 

Smith, Asylum films, James Purefoy, the Conan the Destroyer movie, Charles Saunders, the REH 

Foundation Awards, Algernon Blackwood, H. P. Lovecraft, Leigh Brackett, The Land That Time Forgot, 

RIP Steve Tompkins, the Solomon Kane movie, Khorala, C. L. Moore, Roy Thomas, Frank Frazetta, a TC 

Blog review, and “Pigeons from Hell.” 

 

     Barrett started her Word of the Week (from REH) series and covered the Charge of the Light Brigade, 

horror in REH’s poetry, Dungeons & Dragons, Valentine’s Day, and ships of Hy-Brasil. 
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     Shanks blogged on pulp collecting, REH collecting, Edgar Allan Poe, Tolkien collecting, Clark 

Ashton Smith collecting, the Darrell C. Richardson collection, Lewis Spence’s Atlanteans, El Borak and 

Other Desert Adventures, 2010 pulp conventions, Barry Smith, fantasy art exhibitions, REH’s interest in 

comic strips, Louinet’s A Gent from Bear Creek, Crom the Barbarian, Frank Frazetta, the King Kong 

movie, and The Dark Man, Vol. 5, #1. 

 

     Martins announced many new fantasy books, magazines, events, and award winners, as well as 

contributing on Oden, Swords & Dark Magic, Flashing Swords magazine, REH e-books and audiobooks, 

the Solomon Kane movie, Edgar Allan Poe, Glen Cook, Richard L. Tierney, Charles Gramlich, Michael 

Ehart, RIP Steve Tompkins, and REH movie projects. 

 

     2010 brought new bloggers William Maynard, Jim Cornelius, and Keith Taylor.  Maynard posted on 

Dashiell Hammett, Raymond Chandler, Sax Rohmer, REH as an outsider, RIP Steve Tompkins, 

pastiches, Kull, and Frankenstein.  Cornelius wrote on “Son of the White Wolf,” Cormac McCarthy, 

James Carlos Blake, Conan the Frontiersman, RIP Steve Tompkins, T. H. Fehrenbach, the Siege of Malta, 

John Wesley Hardin, the With Fire and Sword movie, The Whale Road, Julie d’Aubigny, western songs, 

the Russian Civil War, “Mad Jack” Churchill, and Lawrence of Arabia.  Finally, Taylor posted on RIP 

Steve Tompkins, REH’s Celtic heroes, early Vikings, racism in popular fiction, Uther Pendragon, and 

Mary Sutcliff. 

 

     An impressive record indeed for any blog.  Aside from its initial, partial year, The Cimmerian Blog 

won every Cimmerian and REH Foundation Award for Best Web Site during its run.  With the passing of 

it and the TC journal, the Second Howard Boom began drawing to a close. 

 

 

UPDATE  TO  PREVIOUS  ZINE 
 

In TNC #16, I referred to “Glenn Lord’s A Gent from Bear Creek (1937).” 

 

     Sadly, it appears Lord’s Gent is no longer extant, having been destroyed by Hurricane Ike.  At least, it 

has not turned up in 2 years of searching. [Louinet, Patrice, private e-mail, 26 June, 2014] 
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THE  ROBERT  E.  HOWARD  BIBLIOGRAPHY  OF  SECONDARY  
SOURCES,  PART  XVIII 
 

     The list of articles below is complete insofar as it contains all items relating to Howard, excepting 

those by Howard himself (being primary references and cataloged elsewhere) and those inspired by 

Howard, such as poems by others (being primary references by those authors).  It is in alphabetical order 

by author and then by title.  The abstract, if any, is in brackets.  

 

The Cimmerian, Vol. 5  

 (prozine edited by Leo Grin) 

 

  AUTHOR                                                                 REFERENCE 

 
Altairac, Joseph “Jacques Bergier, or the Man Who Also Discovered Robert E. Howard” [on a 

critic who first published REH and Lovecraft in France] in The Cimmerian, 

Vol. 5, #2 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Apr., 2008), pp.7-10 w/photo; 

reprinted in French in Échos de Cimmérie: Hommage à Robert Ervin 

Howard (1906-1936) (ed. Fabrice Tortey; Les Éditions de l’Oeil du Sphinx, 

Paris, 2009), pp. 263-268 w/photo 

 

Barrett, Barbara Letter [disagrees with Sprague de Camp’s & Novalyne Price Ellis’s opinion 

 that REH’s mother was more harmful than good in raising REH] in The 

 Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #2 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Apr., 2008), pp. 33-34 

 

Barrett, Barbara “Six Degrees to Cross Plains” [interview of Willie Mae Gaines Wilson, who 

 was born in Cross Cut, Tex., in 1919 & knew Dr. I. M. Howard; her mother 

 knew of Hester Howard & REH as a child] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #3 

 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., June, 2008), pp. 14-21 w/4 photos  

 

Blohm, Edward Letter [enjoys REH Days, hopes Grin will stay in REH fandom, & spotlights 

Lin Carter’s Royal Armies of the Hyborean [sic] Age (Fantasy Games 

Unlimited, 1975)] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #1 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, 

Cal., Feb., 2008), pp. 34-35 

 

Blohm, Edward Letter [praises The Last of the Trunk (REH Foundation, 2007)] in The 

 Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #3 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., June, 2008), pp. 37-38 

 

Blohm, Edward “Robert E. Howard in Fantôme” [one-shot 1978 fanzine containing REH’s 

 “The Hashish Land”] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #5 (Leo Grin, Playa del 

 Rey, Cal., Oct., 2008), pp. 17-19 

 

Breakiron, Lee A. “The Best Little Lore House in Texas” [report on 2008 Howard Days & 

 Cimmerian Award winners] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #4 (Leo Grin, Playa 

 del Rey, Cal., Aug., 2008), pp.  28-32 w/photo 

  

Burke, Rusty “A Statistical Analysis of REH’s Vocabulary” [stylometric analysis of word 

frequencies in “Rogues in the House”] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #1 (Leo 

Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Feb., 2008), pp. 28-29 
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Charles, James D. “Jim” “How to Build a Barbarian Warrior” [surveys weightlifting & bodybuilding 

culture & speculates on how it might have related to REH’s conception of 

barbarians] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #1 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., 

Feb., 2008), pp. 21-26 w/8 photos  

 

Finn, Mark Letter [defends Brian Leno’s “Lovecraft’s Southern Vacation” vs. letters by 

 Graeme Phillips & John Haefele] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #3 (Leo Grin,  

 Playa del Rey, Cal., June, 2008), p. 30 

 

Grin, Leo “Requiescat in Pace: Lois Garrett 1910-2008” [obituary of a hospitable woman 

 knowledgeable about the Cross Plains, Tex., of REH’s time] in The 

 Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #5 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Oct., 2008), pp. 28-29 

 w/2 photos   

 

Grin, Leo “Requiescat in Pace: E. Gary Gygax (1938-2008) [paean for a founder of 

Dungeons & Dragons] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #2 (Leo Grin, Playa del 

Rey, Cal., Apr., 2008), p. 32 

 

Grin, Leo “Tag Ends, Snatches of History, and Disconnected Bits” [review of Francis 

 DiPietro’s Robert E. Howard, The Supreme Moment: A Biography (Lulu.com, 

 2008)] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #5 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Oct., 

 2008), pp. 20-23 w/4 photos  

  

Haefele, John D. Letter [criticizes Brian Leno’s “Lovecraft’s Southern Vacation”] in The 

Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #2 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Apr., 2008), p. 36; see 

Mark Finn’s& Leno’s letters to #3 

 

Haefele, John D. Letter [says he only disagrees with unsupported comments on HPL’s motives 

 in Leno’s “Lovecraft’s Southern Vacation”] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #4 

 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Aug., 2008), pp.  34-35 

 

Haefele, John D. Letter [possibility of a negative change of opinion by Lovecraft regarding 

 REH] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #6 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Dec., 

 2008), pp. 34-35 

   

Herron, Don “The Feast is Over” [on REH’s life & death & effects they had on Herron & so 

many others] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #2 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., 

Apr., 2008), pp. 4-6 w/photo; reprinted in French in Échos de Cimmérie: 

Hommage à Robert Ervin Howard (1906-1936) (ed. Fabrice Tortey; Les 

Éditions de l’Oeil du Sphinx, Paris, 2009), pp. 161-164 w/photo 

 

Herron, Don Letter [criticizes Weird Tales editors Darrell Schweitzer & Farnsworth Wright 

 & defends Brian Leno’s “Lovecraft’s Southern Vacation” vs. letters by Graeme 

 Phillips & John Haefele] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #3 (Leo Grin, Playa del 

 Rey, Cal., June, 2008), pp. 34-37 

 

Herron, Don Letter [Sword & Sorcery the Darrell Schweitzer-edited Weird Tales might have 

 published; E. Hoffmann Price’s alleged jealousy of REH; & HPL’s anger 

 toward REH theorized about in Brian Leno’s “Lovecraft’s Southern Vacation”] 

 in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #5 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Oct., 2008), pp. 
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 36-38 

 

Herron, Don Letter [praises Brian Leno’s contributions to TC; “Dafydd” = David Parsons; 

 & rebuts Schweitzer about REH not being able to publish in Argosy] in The  

 Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #6 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Dec., 2008), pp. 35-36 

 

Herron, Don “Sword-and-Sorcery” [traces origin & development of S & S, incl. its name & 

 REH’s contributions thereto] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #6 (Leo Grin, Playa 

 del Rey, Cal., Dec., 2008), pp. 29-33 

 

Holmes, Morgan “The First Posthumous Collaborator” [identifies Otto Binder as the anonymous 

 writer who completed Almuric] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #6 (Leo Grin, 

 Playa del Rey, Cal., Dec., 2008), pp. 17-24  

 

Holmes, Morgan Letter [agrees with Leno’s theory that “The Frost-Giant’s Daughter” was 

inspired by a Leonard Cline story & says Emil Petaja’s fiction is unimpressive] 

in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #1 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Feb., 2008), p. 

33 

 

Holmes, Morgan Letter [reviews previous issue of TC, finds the current Weird Tales insincere, & 

agrees with Steven Tompkins that Planet Stories would’ve been a good venue 

for REH if he’d lived] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #2 (Leo Grin, Playa del 

Rey, Cal., Apr., 2008), pp. 35-36 

 

Holmes, Morgan Letter [praises Murphy’s “The Unnatural City” & discusses Crusader & 

 Unknown-type pulp fiction] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #3 (Leo Grin, Playa 

 Del Rey, Cal., June, 2008), p. 38 

 

Holmes, Morgan Letter [de Camp’s Harold Shea stories & Farnsworth Wright’s story rejections] 

 in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #5 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Oct., 2008), p. 

 33 

 

Holmes, Morgan Letter [western writers Ryerson Johnson & Clarence S. Boyle a.k.a. Will C.  

 Brown; the latter knew REH] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #6 (Leo Grin, Playa 

 del Rey, Cal., Dec., 2008), p. 35 

 

Holmes, Morgan & “Conan the Argonaut” [examines REH’s choices of publishing venues & 

   Herron, Don (latter experiences with editors; predicts what & where he might have published, 

   writing as Knight, had he lived] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #4 (Leo Grin, Playa de Rey, Cal., 

   George) Aug., 2008), pp. 4-23  

 

Johnson, Eric Letter [discovery of previously unknown REH poetry transcripts at Ohio State 

 Univ.] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #6 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Dec., 

 2008), p. 34 

 

Jones, Jack Letter [praises Grin for Vol. 3, esp. the huge Index] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 

5, #1 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Feb., 2008), p. 32 

 

Jones, Jack Letter [praises Steven Tompkins for “Newer Barbarians”] in The Cimmerian, 

Vol. 5, #2 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Apr., 2008), pp. 34-35 
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Leno, Brian Letter [defends his “Lovecraft’s Southern Vacation” vs. letters by Graeme 

 Phillips & John Haefele; reviews previous issue of TC] in The Cimmerian, 

 Vol. 5, #3 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., June, 2008), pp. 30-32 

 

Leno, Brian “Pigeons in the Darkroom” [about an unproduced adaptation of “Pigeons from 

 Hell” written for the TV show Darkroom] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #5 (Leo 

 Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Oct., 2008), pp. 14-16 

 

Leno, Brian “When Yaller Rock County Came to Chawed Ear” [influences on & 

 inspirations of REH’s humorous westerns like those of Breckinridge Elkins, 

 esp. from pulp writer W. C. Tuttle, & incl. the movie King Kong] in The 

 Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #5 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Oct., 2008), pp. 4-13    

   

Linzalone, Joseph “Coins of the Cimmerians” [recounts the history of the historical Cimmerians 

 & displays & discusses their coinage] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #3 (Leo 

 Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., June, 2008), pp. 11-13 w/13 photos 

 

Lord, Glenn Letter [reveals Novalyne Price Ellis orig. wrote much more about herself in 

 One Who Walked Alone: Robert E. Howard, The Final Years (Grant, 1986)] in 

 The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #6 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Dec., 2008), p. 36 

  

Meurger, Michel “An Unhallowed Ritual of Cruelty, Sadism, and Blood” [compares “The Black 

Stone” with Vere Shortt’s 1915 novel The Rod of the Snake] in The 

Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #2 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Apr., 2008), pp. 11-17; 

reprinted in French in Échos de Cimmérie: Hommage à Robert Ervin 

Howard (1906-1936) (ed. Fabrice Tortey; Les Éditions de l’Oeil du Sphinx, 

Paris, 2009), pp. 245-252 

 

Moll, Nicholas “The Nietzschean Herd” [possible influences on REH by the philosopher 

 Nietzsche] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #6 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Dec., 

 2008), pp. 4-6   

 

Murphy, Brian “The Unnatural City” [analyzes “Red Nails” as an expression of REH’s 

revulsion for confinement, isolation, & violence inherent in cities, seen as 

bastions of the corruption & degeneracy of civilization vs. the barbarism 

epitomized by Conan] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #2 (Leo Grin, Playa del 

Rey, Cal., Apr., 2008), pp. 18-23 

 

Reasoner, James Letter [review of #4, esp. “Conan the Argonaut”] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, 

 #5 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Oct., 2008), p. 32 

  

Roehm, Rob “As Much Fort As Hotel” [hotel REH & his mother stayed at in Lampasas, 

 Tex., in 1935] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #5 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., 

 Oct., 2008), pp. 20-23 w/4 photos  

 

Roehm, Rob “Howard at 102” [account of REH’s 2008 birthday celebration] in The 

Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #1 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Feb., 2008), pp. 30-31 

w/3 photos 

 

Roehm, Rob “In the Middle of the Street’ [on the 1933 auto accident REH & 3 friends had 
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 in Rising Star, Tex.] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #3 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey,  

 Cal., June, 2008), pp. 4-10 w/6 photos 

 

Sasser, Damon C. Letter [sees Conan as more lithe & agile than muscle-bound] in The 

 Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #2 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Apr., 2008), p. 33 

 

Sasser, Damon C. “Requiescat in Pace: John [‘Jay’] L. Corrinet 1927-2008; Heart of a Lion” 

 [obituary of REH collector who owned REH’s alleged typewriter] in The 

 Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #3 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., June, 2008), pp. 

 26-27 w/2 photos  

 

Schweitzer, Darrell Letter [denounces Don Herron for his Vol. 4, #6 letter; defends his own & 

Farnsworth Wright’s editorships of Weird Tales; & says REH is ignored by 

professionals outside REH fandom] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #1 (Leo Grin, 

Playa del Rey, Cal., Feb., 2008), pp. 35-38; see Herron’s letter to #2 

 

Schweitzer, Darrell Letter [defends Sprague de Camp’s Harold Shea stories & the quality of pulp 

 Unknown’s stories; says Conan would’ve been more lean & tough than strong; 

 & disagrees with Steven Trout that Hyborian Age countries were prototypes,  

 saying that ignores migrations] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #2 (Leo Grin, 

 Playa del Rey, Cal., Apr., 2008), pp. 36-38  

 

Schweitzer, Darrell Letter [on Always Comes Evening (1957) sales, the most enduring Sprague de 

 Camp works, Weird Tales he edited, & Farnsworth Wright’s editing of WT] in 

 The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #3 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., June, 2008), pp. 

 32-34 

 

Schweitzer, Darrell Letter [the pulp Argosy’s contents under editor Jack Byrne & what & where 

 REH might have published had he lived] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #5 (Leo 

 Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Oct., 2008), p. 33-35 

 

Sidney-Fryer, Donald “Shadows and Light” [review of Échos de Cimmérie: Hommage à Robert  

 Ervin Howard (1906-1936) (ed. Fabrice Tortey; Les Éditions de l’Oeil du 

 Sphinx, 2009)], in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #6 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., 

 Dec., 2008), pp. 25-28 

 

Tompkins, Steven “Long Falls and Steep Climbs” [evolution & devolution of REH’s Atlanteans/ 

 Cimmerians & Picts, & their history of fighting each other] in The  

   Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #4 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Aug., 2008), pp.  24-27 

 

Tompkins, Steven “Newer Barbarians” [on REH’s fascination with barbarians, how this changed 

with time, & how it might have manifested had he lived, incl. in science fiction 

& fantasy] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #1 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Feb., 

2008), pp. 4-20; erratum on p. 18 corrected at http://leogrin.com/ 

CimmerianBlog/v5n1-erratum/  

  

Tompkins, Steven “Strong to Save or to Damn” [strengths & weaknesses of The Hour of the 

 Dragon as a novel, as well as a persistent typo in its text] in The Cimmerian, 

 Vol. 5, #6 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Dec., 2008), pp. 7-16  
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Toogood, Richard Letter [critique of S. T. Joshi’s “Bran Mak Morn and History”] in The 

 Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #3 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey,  Cal., June, 2008), pp. 29-30 

 

Trout, Steven R.    “Conan and the Crusaders” [summary of REH’s historical stories written for 

   Oriental Stories & The Magic Carpet Magazine & how they prefigure Conan] 

   in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #2 (Leo Grin, Playa del Rey, Cal., Apr., 2008), pp. 

   24-29 

 

Trout, Steven R.    Letter [corrects Darrell Schweitzer about use of gunpowder in “Black 

   Colossus” & “The Black Stranger” & about REH making up settings as he 

   went along, referring to “The Hyborian Age” & saying its countries were meant 

   to be antecedents of historical ones] in The Cimmerian, Vol. 5, #1 (Leo Grin, 

   Playa del Rey, Cal., Feb., 2008), pp. 33-34 
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